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Abstract

Mobility services outside the cities

Toussaint Ishimwe & Thomas Lindén

This thesis aims to create a first draft of a value-driven business 
model describing a mobility service for areas outside cities, which 
uses self-driving vehicles. The methodology used to fulfil the aim is 
based on service design thinking. User studies are conducted using 
qualitative interviews to explore the mobility needs and behaviour in 
rural areas. This is then combined with a morphological analysis, 
which is used as a structuring method for creating new business model 
concepts for the mobility service. Finally, stakeholder interviews 
are conducted in order to revise the developed business model and to 
find out their opinions about the proposed mobility service. 

The resulting mobility service is a feeder-service that includes 
self-driving vehicles, operated by the public transport authority. 
The study shows that a concept with self-driving vehicles like this 
would meet the users' mobility needs. Regarding the implementation of 
the service, stakeholders involved have driving factors that could 
facilitate the implementation, such as cost savings, increased 
accessibility, rural development, and environmental aspects. However, 
some barriers are identified as well, that mainly concerns the sparse 
structure and long distances in rural areas, the dimension of the 
vehicle fleet, laws and regulations, but also the psychological 
barriers such as acceptance of the users to go from using their own 
car to utilize self-driving vehicles in a mobility service.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Tänk dig att bilen inte längre står i ditt garage. Istället fixar du din resa genom att trycka 

på en knapp i en applikation i mobiltelefonen, och 15 minuter senare kommer en bil och 

hämtar upp dig hemma vid dörren, för att släppa av dig vid bussen som du sedan tar till 

arbetet. Du behöver alltså inte längre äga din egen bil för att kunna transportera dig på ett 

enkelt sätt.  

Detta koncept benämns mobilitet som tjänst, eller på engelska, Mobility as a Service 

(MaaS), och tanken är att det behov av mobilitet som människor har, ska mötas genom 

att konsumera en tjänst, snarare än genom att äga ett eget transportmedel. Denna trend, 

att konsumera tjänster istället för att äga egna materiella ting för att möta ett behov finns 

inom en rad andra områden: Musik och film som kan konsumeras genom 

streamingtjänster, eller företag som erbjuds att få tillgång till mjukvaruprogram via 

internet, för att nämna några få. Nu har tjänstekonceptet alltså fått ytterligare en 

dimension inom transportsektorn, där MaaS erbjuder ett alternativ till den personligt ägda 

bilen. 

Ute på landsbygden är den egna bilen idag det transportmedel som dominerar. De långa 

avstånden till arbete, affärer, och i vissa fall även till kollektivtrafik, gör det svårt att klara 

sig utan bil. Bilen blir således en nyckel till frihet för invånarna. Trenden pekar även mot 

att bilen kommer fortsätta dominera och att behovet av persontransporter kommer att öka. 

Detta leder till en del problem, där trafikstockning och utsläpp av växthusgaser är två 

exempel. För att komma till rätta med dessa problem utvecklas tekniken kontinuerligt, 

nya miljövänliga alternativ ser dagens ljus och innovativa lösningar når marknaden. 

Självkörande fordon är en teknik som också utvecklats allt mer den senaste tiden, och 

som skulle kunna lösa en del av problemen som uppstår med persontransporter. Om folk 

till exempel reser med en självkörande taxi och dessutom anammar delningsekonomin 

och därmed är villiga att dela resor med varandra, har simuleringar visat att dagens 

persontransporter skulle kunna ersättas med en självkörande fordonsflotta, stor som en 

bråkdel av dagens fordonsflotta. Frågan är då, hur kan mobilitet som tjänst och 

självkörande fordon kombineras för att möta efterfrågan av transporter på landsbygden? 

Syftet med denna rapport är därmed att utveckla en mobilitetstjänst lämpad för 

landsbygden, som nyttjar självkörande fordon. Genom att intervjua pendlare boende på 

landsbygden runt om Uppsala, skapades en bild av hur deras behov av transporter ser ut, 

samt vad de värderar när de transporterar sig. Dessa insikter användes sedan för att 

undersöka hur självkörande fordon och en mobilitetstjänst kan möta pendlarnas behov. 

För att skapa en konceptuell bild av en tänkbar mobilitetstjänst togs även en affärsmodell 

fram. Denna diskuterades slutligen med intressenter som skulle kunna ha en påverkan i 

hur en framtida mobilitetstjänst ser ut. 

Resultaten tyder på att självkörande fordon som används i en mobilitetstjänst skulle 

kunna möta användarnas transportbehov. Det utvecklade konceptet är en matarlinje som 

trafikeras av självkörande fordon, och transporterar landsbygdens invånare mellan deras 



   
 

 

hem och en anslutningspunkt till kollektivtrafiken. Det visade sig även att 

implementeringen av denna tjänst påverkas av drivande såväl som hindrande faktorer 

hos de aktörer som kan tänkas beröras av tjänsten. Att införa och använda denna tjänst 

skulle även medföra vissa fördelar för såväl användare som för andra involverade 

aktörer. Användandet av tjänsten är även förknippat med att aktörer måste göra avkall 

inom vissa aspekter, där avkall på frihet och flexibilitet hos användare som idag nyttjar 

bilen som främsta transportmedel framförallt är det som talar emot en sådan tjänst. 
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1. Introduction 

Transportation is the movement of people and goods, from one place to another. It enables 

trade between people which is essential for a functioning society. A functioning 

transportation system creates growth and welfare by making a country more accessible 

(Trafikverket 2018). OECD (2017) did a forecast and have concluded that the global 

demand of passenger transports will more than double to the year of 2050. The increased 

need of transportation leads to several problems. The use of fossil fuels is a major 

contribution to the greenhouse effect in the world. Combustion of these kind of fuels leads 

to emissions of greenhouse gases, which in turn affects the environment negatively. In 

Sweden, the transportation system is dependent on fossil fuels and consumes 80 % of the 

yearly oil consumption (SPBI 2018), and one third of the country's emissions of 

greenhouse gases are due to the domestic transports (Naturvårdsverket 2017).  

Carbon dioxide emissions from new cars sold in Sweden are decreasing due to the 

ongoing energy efficiency and transition to biofuels, but the reduction of emissions is 

slow and is not enough to counteract the effect of the increased amount of traffic 

(Naturvårdsverket 2018). Another problem is traffic congestion. This condition happens 

when demand exceeds capacity. In traffic networks, this phenomenon occurs when there 

are too many vehicles for the available road space (Falcocchio and Levinson 2015). The 

condition often occurs during morning and afternoon peak when a lot of people are going 

to work, and is characterized by queuing, slower speeds and longer travel time (Robinson 

1984). 

Along with the arising problems the transport sector brings, the technological 

development is marching on to solve these problems. More efficient engines, biofuels, 

and increased electrification to name a few. Self-driving vehicles (SDVs) is another 

solution which has taken place in the spotlight in recent years. The development of SDVs 

is fast and fully automated vehicles are expected to launch on the market around year 

2020 (see e.g. KPMG 2013; Forecasts n.d.; Keeney 2017). The impact of SDVs on users, 

society and environment is however still an open question. SDVs can be a big part of the 

solutions to challenges such as congestion and scarce road space in urban environments, 

but they could also lead to more traffic and by that induce more congestion and higher 

energy consumption (Gruel and Stanford 2016; Litman 2015). 

The so-called sharing economy has become an upcoming trend in recent years and can 

have a positive effect in many areas. The term sharing economy is often used to describe 

a collaborative economy or collaborative consumption. It involves different ways for 

renting, sharing or borrowing products instead of owning them. It allows more people to 

consume a product compared to if each person would buy a product for themselves 

(Felländer et al. 2015). The taxi service Uber, overnight service Airbnb and even solutions 

such as ride-sharing are great examples on having a sharing economy. In the 

transportation sector, ride-sharing is a new form of transportation that could help reduce 
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the number of vehicles on the road, without penalizing mobility. New transportation 

solutions or radically different technology could also affect current mobility systems. The 

role of cars in urban mobility systems could change by making ride-sharing the norm. 

Sharing means higher utilization of fewer vehicles, and by that, fuel-efficient or other 

innovative technology could penetrate the market at a higher pace than they do today 

(OECD 2017).  

Studies also show that ride-sharing could reduce traffic on the roads, and that a much 

smaller vehicle fleet than the current is sufficient to provide the same mobility if people 

would be willing to share vehicles with each other. A case study in Lisbon concludes that 

3 % of the current fleet is enough to provide the same mobility, and that it could reduce 

congestion, vehicle-kilometers, and average travel time (ITF 2016). A similar study was 

performed in Stockholm and shows that less than 10 % of the current fleet is sufficient to 

provide the same mobility. However, with this number of vehicles, the number of vehicle-

kilometers would increase compared to today. If people instead shared vehicles with each 

other, and compromised a bit on average travel time, vehicle-kilometers would decrease 

compared to today (Burghout et al. 2015). 

The sharing economy has also an impact on the consumption of privately owned goods. 

Instead, there is a shift towards the consumption of services. Transportation services, such 

as public transport, or taxis, have been a part of our everyday life for a long period of 

time. However, a novel concept called Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is arising from the 

increased digitalization in society (Hietanen 2014). KPMG (2013) presents that such 

services, which can meet mobility needs on demand that could reshape both demand for 

vehicles and buying power. Do families really need to buy more than one car? And what 

if the car always shows up whenever and wherever you want a ride, do you really have to 

own the car yourself? They propose that the shape of automotive future will depend on 

consumers and their needs, preferences, and fears. Companies that deliver a mobility 

service that pleases the consumers will be the ones dominating the market. 

There is a big difference in mobility solutions provided in urban areas compared to the 

rural areas. The main mobility issues in rural areas include a declining population living 

in these areas, aging population and that the car is a dominant mode of transport. Work 

commuters living in rural areas are extremely dependent on the car in their daily life and 

access to public transport as an alternative to cars is limited in these areas. The rural areas 

are not intentionally left out, but the main customer base and profitability is in urban 

areas, where you can find a wide selection of mobility solutions and an efficient public 

transport system. Most of the researches on MaaS and SDVs are based in an urban 

context, whereas people in rural areas have other needs and different travel habits from 

those living in urban areas. It is therefore of importance with a study that has explicitly 

focus on mobility in rural areas. The implementation of SDVs in the market will open 

doors for an extended mobility in e.g. rural areas with new business models that could 

affect travel habits in these areas. This concept is called autonomous mobility-on-demand 

and offers the same mobility as if the car was personally owned, but instead there is no 
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need of owning or driving the vehicle yourself (Pavone 2015). Driver costs also 

disappears, which also could have a positive effect on the price of said service, causing it 

to become a competitor for today's public transport (McKinsey & Company 2016). 

It is therefore of interest to carry out a study of effective mobility solutions based on self-

driving technology that can increase accessibility, while reducing personally-owned car 

dependency and increasing the opportunities to utilize public transport in rural areas, as 

presented in this report.  

When developing new service solutions, Moeller et al. (2013) describes that customers 

knows a lot more about problems, while the service providers have information about the 

solution to said problem. Therefore, they argue that design of new services should be co-

created. Kotonya and Sommerville (1996) implies that lack of understanding of a problem 

could result in a solution that will not be used, because the expected value is not achieved. 

By involving users in the design process, their demands could easier be met (Kujala et al. 

2005). Service design is a method for improving or developing novel services, and the 

involvement of users and other stakeholders are a major part in the method (see e.g. 

Moritz (2005); Segelström 2013; Stickdorn and Schneider 2011). Using a method like 

this and by studying what users value, should result in a service that meet the needs of 

users. 

1.1 Objective and research questions 

The objective of this report is to introduce a value driven business model based on what 

people in rural areas value in their travels. By studying their transport needs, a potential 

SDV-mobility service concept for rural areas will be presented. Finally, a proposal of 

possibilities and problems for implementing said service will be given. To help, following 

research questions have been formulated. 

 What are the transport needs and behaviors outside the cities? 

 How can self-driving technology be used, and mobility services be designed to 

meet these needs and behaviors? 

 What are stakeholders' opinions about the designed mobility service? 

1.2 Delimitation 

This thesis will only take personal transports into account. The transportation of goods or 

similar will not be considered. Also, the fact that today's vehicles on the market are not 

fully autonomous is something to take into consideration. Because of the explorative 

approach of this study, it has been assumed that fully autonomous vehicles will be a part 

of everyday life in the future.  
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To narrow the scope, a delimitation regarding users have been made. Commuting ties 

between rural areas of residence and urban areas of employment are one of the most 

visible forms of rural-urban integration (Region Halland 2014). This thesis will therefore 

consider commuters living in rural areas as a reasonable target group for a future mobility 

service, since work commuting is the main reason for traveling by car in rural areas. 

A geographical area has also been chosen for this study. The countryside of Uppsala is 

the place where the study will place its focus. This facilitated personal interviews with 

the users, as well as personal contact with relevant stakeholders (e.g. public transport 

operators and the municipality) acting in the specific area. A detailed description to why 

Uppsala was chosen is given in section 2.1.1. 

From the conducted user study several mobility service concepts based on self-driving 

technology could be developed, but in this thesis we choose to proceed with one concept 

that was considered to be the most tangible and reasonable to implement in the near future 

when fully automated vehicles are introduced. The chosen concept is also considered to 

be the one that fulfills the visions of a reduced car fleet and an increased use of public 

transport. 
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2. Literature review 

This chapter covers the conceptual framework, as well as relevant information about 

concepts and definitions concerning the thesis. First, rural areas are defined, followed by 

an outline of how people transport themselves in these areas. Then, definitions and 

descriptions regarding SDVs and MaaS, to give a framework for how they could affect 

mobility services in the future. 

2.1 Rural areas and mobility 

2.1.1 Defining rural areas 

The term “outside the cities” is quite wide and may include a lot of different geographical 

locations. In this thesis, the term will refer to rural areas. In Sweden, there is no 

established definition of rural areas, different definitions are used for different purposes. 

To narrow the definition of rural areas further, a description of different definitions will 

be given. The Swedish Encyclopedia Nationalencyklopedin (2018) is defining rural areas 

as an area with insignificant urbanization, or the part of a country located outside urban 

areas. Swedish Board of Agriculture (2015) has a definition where the smallest regions 

(areas) are based on municipalities. The regions are ranging from the biggest 

metropolitans, to urban areas, rural areas, and finally sparsely populated regions. 

However, using this kind of definition, where the definition is based on population can 

have its drawbacks (Trafikverket 2016). Former National Rural Area Development 

Agency has developed an overview that illustrates the rural definition from different 

perspectives (Glesbygdsverket 2008). In this overview, they have developed a model 

which considers people’s driving accessibility to larger urban areas, with a population of 

more than 3000. These areas are assumed to provide basic services and a sufficiently large 

labor market. A more detailed description is as follows. 

 Urban area - A region with more than 3000 inhabitants and areas that can reach 

the region with a car journey of no more than 5 minutes. 

 Rural area - A region with people that can reach urban areas with a car journey of 

no more than 45 minutes. 

 Sparsely populated area - A region with people that can reach urban areas with a 

car journey of more than 45 minutes. 

Based on these definitions, and for investigating mobility, a definition regarding 

geographical conditions was chosen, where time of travel and distance are taken into 

consideration. Hence, former National Rural Area Development Agency's definition was 

chosen as a guideline. Also, the fact that accessibility to labor market is considered, 

parallels can be drawn to the impact of benefits to society. In this report, people living in 

rural areas will be defined as people living between 5 and 45 minutes of a car trip outside 

a city with more than 3000 people. 
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In addition to this definition, one more delimitation regarding rural areas was made. The 

city of Uppsala has been chosen to be a suitable city with more than 3000 inhabitants. 

Uppsala is one of the municipalities in Sweden with the largest amount of people living 

in the countryside. Approximately one third, or 50 000, of the municipality's population 

live in the countryside of Uppsala city (Uppsala kommun 2018), thus making it 

particularly interesting for the present study. The adopted definition is visualized in figure 

1. 

 
Figure 1. Definition of geographical areas and corresponding travel time to a region 

with 3000 inhabitants, (Uppsala in this case), with rural area marked with green. 

2.1.2 Mobility in rural areas 

The rural transportation faces several challenges as a declining population in rural areas 

due to urbanization, resulting in reduced services in these small and sparse areas which 

leads to a greater need for transport for the people that live in these areas. An overall 

dilemma is that the demographic changes in many cases means a limited number of 

potential travelers and that the demand is not large enough for public transport to be 

socioeconomic profitable. In connection to this, the geographical structures with sparse 

areas makes it difficult for public transportation to be more available for every resident 

in the area (Berg and Thoresson 2017). 

This has led to a car-oriented traffic with high levels of car ownership for work 

commuting and the various daily activities. Brake and Nelson (2007) argue that the 

increased use of cars leads to reduced public transport and that those affected by this 

belongs to the exposed group, consisting of children, elderly, people with disabilities and 

low-income households. This group is excluded from certain social activities due to their 

limited travel options and risk a reduced quality of life as a result.  
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Besides from the car being a dominant mode of transport and a usually deficient public 

transport system, other solutions for rural supply of public transport include different 

forms of carpooling between neighbours who take similar travel routes. Demand 

responsive transport (DRT) is another alternative that allows people to book a vehicle in 

advance to pick them from their home or a convenient location and take them to a desired 

location or to a local transport hub. DRT is usually a solution in areas where public 

transport does not always function according to a timetable and public transport 

authorities provide the opportunities to order a ride when needed. Typical users of these 

transport solutions are according to Wang et al. (2015) people with disabilities, work 

commuters, those living in less densely populated areas, older people and women. Wang 

et al. (2015) also argue that there is a potential to increase travel with DRT and carpooling, 

especially in work commuters and that this could be encouraged by employers.  

2.2 Impacts of self-driving vehicles 

In the context of smart vehicles, the technology of automated vehicles is in a rapid 

development phase. Automated vehicles are vehicles where aspects of a safety critical 

control function such as steering, throttle control or braking occurs without any direct 

input from the driver. Vehicles that have safety warning systems to drivers but do not 

perform a control function, for instance forward crash warning, are in this case not 

considered as automated vehicles even though the technology behind safety warning 

systems has some degrees of automation (the data that is needed is obtained and processed 

and the warning is provided without any driver input) (Kamal and Weeratunga 2015). 

The technology behind automated vehicles is based on on-board sensors, cameras, GPS 

and telecommunications to receive and analyze information with complex computer 

algorithms. The vehicle then responds appropriately by executing control in safety-

critical situations (Kamal and Weeratunga 2015). The definition of automated vehicles is 

today not very definite, both nationally and internationally. There is also no globally 

accepted taxonomy for automation in vehicles. Many terms are used, for example, self-

driving, driverless, intelligent and robotic to denote different types of maneuver control 

performed by a technical system (SAE International 2016). 

To describe automation of vehicles, a classification is usually used in which the vehicle 

control is divided into different degrees of vehicle automation. Table 1 presents the level 

scale defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE International), an 

organization involved in the development of vehicle technology. The SAE automation 

level classification is widely used in SDV studies and it defines six degrees of vehicle 

automation. 
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Table 1: SAE International's (2016) levels of automation of vehicles.  

Level Description Examples 

0 

No automation 

Warning but no automation - 

The driver performs all driving 

tasks 

Lane departure 

warning, blind spot 

warning 

1 

Driver Assistance 

Vehicle is controlled by the 

driver, but some driving 

assistance features may be 

included in the vehicle design 

Electronic Stability 

Control, Adaptive 

Cruise Control, Auto 

Emergency Braking 

2 

Partial Automation 

Vehicle has combined 

automated functions, like 

acceleration and steering, but 

the driver must remain 

engaged with the driving task 

and monitor the environment 

at all times.  

Adaptive Cruise 

Control (ACC) 

combined with lane 

keeping assistance or 

self-parking system.  

3 

Conditional Automation 

Driver is a necessity but is not 

required to monitor the 

environment. The driver must 

be ready to take control of the 

vehicle at all times with 

notice. The vehicle announces 

the transition to manual 

control in good time to ensure 

a comfortable transition.  

The widely known 

"Google self-driving 

car" is an example of a 

level 3 automated 

vehicle.  

4 

High Automation 

The Vehicle is capable of 

performing all safety-critical 

driving functions without 

requiring driver input. The 

driver is mainly required to 

specify destination or 

navigation indications. The 

driver may have the option to 

control the vehicle. 

 

5  

Full Automation 

The vehicle is capable of 

performing all driving 

functions under all conditions. 

The human occupants are just 

passengers and need never to 

be involved in driving.  

 

 

The technological development in the automotive industry is moving fast with many 

vehicle manufacturers such as Ford, Toyota, Audi, VW and others, at the forefront of the 

development that have announced that they will launch a fully automated vehicle on the 

market around 2020 (Forecasts n.d.). This thesis is therefore chosen to focus only on level 

4 and 5 automation given that this study is based in a future context. 
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There is a lot of ongoing work both nationally and internationally to promote the 

development of SDVs. The research field is very wide and multidisciplinary, covering 

aspects such as technological, legal and the behavioral-scientific dimension. In the 

continued development of SDVs there are several issues that will need to be addressed. 

It includes among other things, a fail-safe technology to cover the issue of security, 

ownership and product liability, integrity, user behavior and preferences, purchasing and 

operating costs, as well as complementary infrastructure expansion. It is most likely that 

SDVs will change our travel behavior. It could lead to both an increase and a decrease of 

car ownership. SDVs will mean increased mobility for multiple groups that today are non-

motorists. These include elderly, the disabled, children and people who avoid driving 

because they find it stressful. This speaks for an increased car travel in these groups and 

an increased consumption of transport services, which leads to more kilometers driven 

per vehicle. However, these are effects that will get full impact only at full automation of 

the vehicles (Bierstedt et al. 2014). 

One factor that speaks against an increased car ownership and an increased car travel is 

the high costs that SDVs are expected to bring. Bierstedt et al. (2014) state that if the cost 

of acquiring a vehicle increases, it could stimulate a development towards an increased 

use of ride-sharing services. This will most likely lead to a reduced number of cars out on 

the roads and this could in turn be used as a solution to traffic congestion, which is 

perceived to be stressful and time-consuming by many. SDVs could solve this societal 

problem, freeing drivers to concentrate on other things and resulting in smoother traffic 

flows (Pinjari et al. 2013). 

The implementation of SDVs will set new demands on urban planning and traffic 

management, allowing cities to be rebuilt on more human- and pedestrian-friendly scale. 

Investments in both physical and digital infrastructure will be required. To the physical 

infrastructure, discussions are held regarding released parking space and how SDVs can 

be integrated into today's infrastructure. SDVs will initially require separate driving lanes 

and facilities with cars that are not mixed with other traffic. Large investments will be 

required on a digital infrastructure with high capacity where large amounts of data can be 

transmitted quickly, to fulfill a good communication between vehicles and between 

vehicles and infrastructure (Wagner et al. 2014). 

At the same time, the adoption of SDVs will pose an enormous economic hurdle, due to 

the people working in the transport industry, making their livings by driving people or 

goods to different locations. The adoption of SDVs is as much a cultural obstacle as a 

technological one. Besides the economic obstacle that is awaiting in the future due to 

multiple jobs will be replaced, there is another major factor that is essential for the 

adoption of SDVs and that is the safety aspect that the public are doubting. Automated 

features are already saving lives and preventing traffic accidents today (Piao et al. 2016). 

Functions such as ESC, lane-departure warnings and brake assist already raise the 

security level on a vehicle and the fully automated vehicles will build upon the same 

functions that already work to increase safety even more. According to NHTSA (2015), 
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94 percent of the crashes today are attributable to human error. While humans are usually 

good at processing, controlling surrounding environment and know how to react to 

unpredictable traffic events. However, humans are also poor drivers with occasionally 

poor judgment and speed, drive under influence or tired, and interact with their cell 

phones which makes inhumanity one of the biggest safety advantage to SDVs. Although 

SDVs indicate higher safety, one should not assume that SDVs will be completely safe. 

The efficacy of the technology behind does not yet match the human capability to decide 

and react to unexpected scenarios. As of today, SDVs cannot be programmed for every 

roadway that comes with different conditions and like all machines, SDVs will have flaws 

and defect, which will lead to some system failures, including accidents (Wagner et al. 

2014). 

2.3 Mobility as a Service 

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is a novel concept and have because of that, no clear 

definition. Following section will introduce the concept and present a framework of how 

this study relates to MaaS.  

2.3.1 The concept of MaaS 

The purpose of MaaS is to take the need of transportation and put it in a service-like 

solution. Instead of buying and owning a vehicle, the transportation demand is instead 

met by a service of mobility (Hietanen 2014). However, because of the high investment 

cost of buying a car, the marginal cost of each trip becomes lower than if a mobility 

service would have been used (Kerttu et al. 2016), and that is why the car often is seen as 

the first alternative when traveling today (Lund 2017).  

Holmberg et al. (2016) present that MaaS has existed since the dawn of mankind. 

However, they imply that since the digitalization of society and the increased use of 

smartphones, which enables 24/7 connection, GPS tracking, gathering of data etc., now 

is the time that personal mobility needs can be met through customized combinations of 

standardized mobility services. Lund (2017) also implies that MaaS is dependent of the 

underlying trends of change in ownership and future automation, as well as digitalization 

(Hietanen 2014).  

Many scholars have tried to define MaaS, and similar concepts have been noted. 

Spickermann et al. (2014) describe the idea of multimodal mobility, which combines 

different travel modes. Karlsson et al. (2016) argues that this concept lacks the service 

component, which they think are of importance to include in MaaS. Shared mobility is 

another similar concept and refers to transport modes shared by between users. However, 

this concept lacks the integration of different modes to be considered as a MaaS 

(Mukhtar-Landgren et al. 2016). However, by combining these concepts, something 

similar to MaaS is obtained. 
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The idea is simple and intends to blur the boundaries between transport modes and private 

and public actors involved in the transport system (Karlsson et al. 2016). Instead of 

buying the mobility service for each mode of transport directly from the service producers 

(e.g. train-, bus-, cab-companies), the customer is buying the service from a mobility 

operator. This mobility operator in turn, buys the mobility service from the service 

producers. The mobility operator then arranges the service into a complete package, 

which in turn is sold to the final customer (Hietanen 2014). A summarized and simplified 

picture of the service process including relevant actors is visualized in figure 2. Heikkilä 

(2014) also provides a definition of terms included in the MaaS concept. Accordingly, 

the MaaS concept could be described by a system of several mobility operators, which in 

turn buys mobility services from several service producers. With these services, different 

integrated mobility services are then finally offered to the customers. MaaS Alliance 

(2017) argues that this is the main requirements and preconditions for a MaaS ecosystem.  

Figure 2. Simplified overview of how different actors are dependent of each other in a 

MaaS ecosystem (Bergström and Hallenberg 2016). 

Mukhtar-Landgren et al. (2016) argue that MaaS could refer to all kinds of mobility 

services, such as single-mode services like Uber, or ride-sharing concepts. Holmberg et 

al. (2016) are in line with this when they meet the lack of a clear definition of MaaS by 

mapping out the services and categorizing them into two models. The first is a ranking 

system pictured in figure 3. It is based on complexity and innovativeness of the MaaS. It 

begins with simplified car ownership, to ride-sharing services, to multimodal planners 

and combined mobility services, to the final highest complexity called mobility broker. 
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Figure 3. Ranking system based on complexity and innovativeness for differentiating 

MaaS concepts (Holmberg et al. 2016). 

The second model proposed by Holmberg et al. (2016) is presented in figure 4. This model 

describes MaaS based on level of system integration (Y-axis) and ownership of transport 

assets (X-axis). The Y-axis exemplifies that MaaS could consist of privately owned 

assets, to a seamless integration of a big number of different assets into an integrated 

system. The X-axis in turn describes that MaaS could be enabled by both privately owned 

assets as well as owned by the public or a company. 

 ’ 

Figure 4. Ranking model based on system integration and ownership of transport assets 

for differentiating MaaS concepts (Holmberg et al. 2016). 
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To summarize MaaS, Kamargianni et al. (2016) give following definition that covers the 

most important aspects:  

“The term ‘Mobility as a Service’ stands for buying mobility services 

as packages based on consumers’ needs instead of buying the means of 

transport. Via ‘Mobility as a Service’ systems consumers can buy 

mobility services that are provided by the same or different operators 

by using just one platform and a single payment.” 

Activities 

Regarding activities that are of importance in MaaS, Lund (2017) presents an overview 

of definitions and concludes that one common thing is the integration of different modes 

of transport into an easily and accessible mobility service, to create a competitive 

alternative for owning a car.  

There are however more strict definitions of the concept, and what kind of key factors 

that are of importance to include. Transport Systems Catapult (2016) defines MaaS as the 

use of a digital interface which manage transport related services and offers a mobility 

solution to meet the requirements of the customers. Regarding this they propose two core 

strengths of the MaaS business model. The first core strength, servitisation, where the 

value proposition is created by a variety of different mobility services. The second is data 

sharing, whereby data on the mobility needs of the customers are shared with all the 

actors within the MaaS system. 

Kamargianni et al. (2016) focus on the digitalized part and argue that MaaS is based on 

three key elements of importance, which provide users with an integrated and seamless 

mobility service. These are: Ticket and Payment integration, where one ticket is paid for, 

and only one account is charged for the use of all the modes included in the service. 

Mobility package, where a specific amount of time or distance of a mobility service can 

be pre-paid for. The last factor, ICT integration, refers to one single application or online 

interface that is used to access information about the transportation modes. 

The increased data available also gives rise to a user-centric approach of MaaS, which is 

highlighted by many authors (see e.g. Jittrapirom 2017; MaaS Alliance 2017; Transport 

Systems Catapult 2016; KPMG 2013). Including a focus on the users and creating user 

value is the main aim, by offering a mobility service that is reliable to use. 

Actors 

Just like the activities, there are a wide range of actors that could be included in a MaaS 

system, and different authors give the actors different names (MaaS operator can be 

interpreted as mobility operator etc.). As presented however, the concept should offer 

different modes of transport. These modes can in turn be offered by several different 

actors. As presented in figure 3 and argued by Heikkilä (2014) and MaaS Alliance (2017), 
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the actors involved could be divided into a minimum of three key actors: Service 

producers, Mobility operator, and Customers.  

Authors also include an actor responsible for the platform, who manages contracts 

between actors, data integration, payments and other IT-infrastructure related activities. 

If this actor is e.g. third party, an authority, or public transport provider may vary, and 

depending on competence, this actor could take another role as well (Holmberg et al. 

2016; Lund 2017; Jittrapirom et al. 2017; Ebrahimi et al. 2017). MaaS Alliance (2017) 

even claim that the mobility operator can take this role. 

Lund (2017) proposes that public transport should be the spine in a mobility service, 

which Aapaoja and Eckhardt (2017) implies has traditionally been a focal actor in the 

transportation system. Car pools, taxis, bikes, etc. can then be integrated into the service 

to meet the full need of transportation. This can for example be done by private 

commercial companies. 

Heikkilä (2014) as well as Kamargianni and Matyas (2017) describe that the public 

authority also can be an actor involved in MaaS by having the role as regulators and policy 

makers. Holmberg et al. (2016) propose that the public sector could have a major role in 

the MaaS landscape. Specially to provide mobility for those with mobility needs 

exceeding their ability to pay, e.g. by subsidizing public transport. Another aspect 

mentioned is to reduce mobility options that creates negative externalities. This can for 

example be done by increasing the cost of using the cars through taxes, or by reducing 

ticket price to make public transport more attractive. 

Aapaoja and Eckhardt (2017) propose an idea of different operator models consisting of 

several different key actors. They introduce models managed by private commercial 

actors, public actors, and by different kinds of public-private collaborations. They extend 

one of the public-private ones to include what they call PPPP (Public-Private-People-

Partnership) in order to function in rural areas, where shared private and public resources 

are seen as essential for rural mobility. 

2.3.2 A MaaS framework 

This thesis adopts a broad definition of MaaS, and the framework presented below and 

used in the thesis is a result from synthesizing the theory around MaaS.  

The overview of relevant actors will follow a similar way Heikkilä (2014) presents the 

MaaS ecosystem in figure 3. This thesis does not aim to identify or clarify the different 

actors and what kind of activities that are of importance in a MaaS ecosystem. Instead 

this is used to get an understanding of how the concept could be framed. Therefore, this 

overview of the system is considered sufficiently delimited but at the same time 

descriptive to explain how the actors are affected by each other. 

As presented, the MaaS-ecosystem could be described by using a lot of different actors. 

Authors also imply the importance of having private and public synergies when 
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developing the MaaS offering (e.g. Sochor et al. 2016, Holmberg et al. 2016). Hence, 

public authorities are actors that are of interest to include, because of their role as 

community planners, and ability to subsidize public transport. The fact that Aapaoja and 

Eckhardt (2017) considered MaaS in rural areas is also adopted, where the local people 

could be an important actor to make a service in rural areas a possibility. The role of 

platform provider will not be considered in this thesis. Instead this role could be seen as 

an integrated part in the role of the mobility provider, or as a partner to this provider. 

The actors involved together form the MaaS concept offered to the customers, which is 

offered through a digital interface such as an application in a user's mobile phone, or 

through a website. By using this app, the user can get access to all possible integrated 

modes of transport offered in the service, as well as get real time information about when 

and how trips could be made to a destination. This mobility package is then paid through 

a subscription based on travel needs, or by paying a single ticket for a single trip. 

2.4  Future trends and scenarios 

To get a comprehension of what could affect the mobility in general, some future trends 

and scenarios were studied. Several studies about the development of SDVs and mobility 

in general have been performed the recent years (see e.g. Pernestål Brenden et al. 2017; 

Kerttu et al. 2016). This section aims to clarify some of them to give an overview of 

possible trends, and what kind of key factors that are of importance to consider in this 

thesis for the development of SDVs and mobility in the future. 

Pernestål Brenden et al. (2017) present four possible future scenarios about how the 

development of SDVs in Sweden may occur, developed by experts during three 

workshops. They present a certain development, categorized into six groups that are 

important for SDV development. In addition, two uncertain trends were identified. These 

are called Behavior and Policy. The former reflects whether people adopts the sharing 

economy and consumes services instead of owning goods, and to what extent this is 

reflected in solutions on the market. The latter reflects whether goals that the government 

and institutions have is reached through new solutions, thinking, and ideas, or if it is done 

within today's structures. These form the scenario axis, and the future scenarios is 

discussed in the light of these trends.  

Kerttu et al. (2016) present similar scenarios, but their focus is placed in how MaaS could 

be implemented based on different outcomes. Their first scenario is based on a widened 

public transport system, where the implementation of MaaS is driven by the public 

transport authority, and the driving force is increased utilization of public transport. Their 

second is a scenario where the public sector and cities take responsibility for the 

implementation to achieve an environmentally friendly transport system as well as a 

sustainable society. In their third scenario private actors look for a bigger market, and the 

implementation of MaaS is therefore increased profit.  
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The Swedish Transport Administration is responsible for the Swedish transportation 

system and presents an external analysis and identifies five future trends that could affect 

the transportation system. These mainly concerns urbanization, shift in the economic 

geography, digitalization, decreased energy use in Europe but increased globally, and a 

shift in the government's role (Trafikverket 2014). 

The presented trends are interrelated and have similar features. The future trend of 

possible ownerships, and if sharing will get a breakthrough are some recurrent 

uncertainties in several studies. Hence, this trend was considered useful in this thesis. 

Also, because of the uncertainties regarding the government's and the public sector's role, 

and to what extent they will regulate, plan, and make policies regarding SDVs and 

mobility, it was considered appropriate to make full use of Pernestål Brenden et al. (2017) 

elaborated trends.  
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3. Methodology 

In the following section the working methodology for this thesis is presented. It begins 

with a background review about what a business model is, and how it can be used by 

using the Business model canvas. Then, ideas and theories of service design are outlined, 

as well as a description of the morphological analysis, a method for develop new concepts 

in a structured way (a business model in this case). Following, the framework used in the 

thesis is presented and finally, the implementation of said framework is presented. 

3.1 Methodological background 

3.1.1 Business model canvas  

A business model is used to describe the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers 

and captures value in an economic, social or cultural context. It is the way a company 

wants to earn money considered target customers, how to reach, acquire and keep them 

and their problems to be solved. A business model also addresses the value that will be 

delivered to the customers and stakeholders, possible technical realizations and how 

revenue can be generated (Hahnenwald 2017). 

There are several frameworks for business models. In this thesis we present a framework 

that has been applied and tested around the world and is already used in organizations 

such as IBM, Ericsson, Deloitte, Uber, and many more. The framework is known as the 

Business Model Canvas (BMC) and was initially proposed by Alexander Osterwalder. 

The BMC is in this thesis used to get a basis in what it takes to develop business models 

for SDVs in rural areas. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) believe that a business model is 

best described through the framework of the BMC, which is based on nine building blocks 

presented in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Business model canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010). 

The nine blocks cover the four main areas of a business: customers, offer, infrastructure 

and financial viability, and each block is described below:  

1) Customer segments: Customer segments building block defines the different 

groups of people or organizations the business is supposed to create value for.  

2) Value Propositions: The Value propositions building block consists of a selected 

group of products and services that create value for a specific customer segment. 

It is an aggregation of benefits that a business offers customers to solve their 

problems or satisfy their needs.  

3) Channels: The Channels building block describes through which channels a 

company reaches and communicates with its customer segments to deliver a value 

proposition.  

4) Customer Relationships: The Customer Relationships defines the different 

relationships a company forms with its customer segments.  

5) Revenue Streams: The Revenue Streams defines the income generated from each 

customer segment. This building block describes for what value the customers are 

willing to pay and how they would prefer to pay. 

6) Key Resources: This building block describes important assets that are needed for 

the business to create and maintain value for costumers. 

7) Key Activities: The Key Activities building block describes the crucial activities 

that are needed to be done for the business model. 

8) Key Partnerships: This building block describes the network of stakeholders that 

together make the business model work. These Key partners can provide key 

activities or key resources. 

9) Cost Structure: The Cost Structure describes all costs incurred to operate a 

business model. 
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3.1.2 Value Proposition Canvas  

The Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) is the parts of Value proposition and Customer 

segments in the BMC presented in the previous section. It is a tool developed to 

investigate the fit between customer needs, and the services (or products) offered to them. 

Because of the user centric approach, it mainly focuses on the value proposition of the 

given service within the business model. By taking these parts and investigating them, 

without any input from the other sections in the BMC, it could be used to formulate a 

proposed value proposition to better fit user needs. This is done by comparing these needs 

systematically with the advantages and benefits that the proposed service will offer 

(Osterwalder et al. 2014).  

The VPC is presented in figure 6 and consists of two segments, each divided into three 

sections. The customer profile map, to the right, is a description of the user for which the 

proposed service creates value. It is used for describing characteristics of the users, the 

jobs or tasks the users want to perform. Also, negative aspects users want to avoid, called 

pains, as well as positive aspects and benefits the users want to gain from using the 

service, called gains, are mapped (Osterwalder et al. 2014).  

The second segment is the value map to the left, and describes the proposed offer that is 

used to attract users. This is a description of how the proposed business model will meet 

the user demand and by that how value is created (Osterwalder et al. 2014). 

To elaborate a VPC, it is appropriate to start with the customer profile map and identify 

the different jobs the users want to perform. Next, user pains and frustrations are 

identified, followed by a description of expected gains and outcomes of the offering. 

Finally, the value map is elaborated, starting with a description of the proposed service, 

followed by the offered pain relievers and finalized by benefits or gain creators. When 

essential gains are created, and customers get excited about the value proposition, a so-

called fit is achieved (Osterwalder et al. 2014). 

Figure 6. Description of value proposition canvas (Hahnenwald 2017). 
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3.1.3 Service design  

To develop novel services, a service design thinking could be used. Despite similarities, 

the definitions of service design are many and quite difficult to differentiate. The 

following text is an attempt to explain the theory around it. 

Service design is a customer- or human-centered method used to create service solutions. 

The design takes the customer's needs into consideration to make the service experience 

feel logical, desired, competitive and unique for the users (Miettinen 2017). It is about 

concretizing abstract content into something easily understood, prototyped and discussed 

by taking different stakeholders' views into consideration during the design processes. 

The final service concept is a result of an iterative cycle of engaging users and evaluating 

the results in the development processes. The iterative process allows projects to adapt to 

new discoveries, needs and research throughout the project (Stickdorn and Schneider 

2011). The emphasis on user needs and experiences is used to identify how users are using 

current products and services, areas for improvements or innovation, as well as for finding 

opportunities for new products and services that will meet a user need (Design Council 

2007). 

According to (Stickdorn and Schneider 2011), service design thinking could be illustrated 

by five core principles: User-centered, describes the importance of including users of the 

service in the design processes. The users' perspective of the service should be explored 

to gain insight about their needs. Instead of understanding the user and service as two 

separate parts, independent form each other, they should be seen in a shared context. Co-

creative, is the importance of involving stakeholders in the design process. Other 

stakeholders than the users are of course affected by, and is a part of the service, hence 

making their point of view important. Sequencing, describes the service as a process 

happening over time, rather than an isolated event. The service could be described by a 

series of specific moments, where users are interacting with the service. Evidencing, is 

the principle of transforming abstract services into something tangible for the users. By 

aware the users of certain aspects, the service becomes tangible and noticed. The last 

principle, Holistic, describes that the service needs to be taken into a context. In what 

kind of environment is the service applied, or what company provides the service are 

factors that are important to consider. 

Morelli (2006) presents that there is a shift from mass consuming of goods and products 

towards systemic solutions consisting of products and services. He proposes three main 

directions for designing such services: Identification of relevant actors involved in the 

service by means of defined analytical frameworks. Development of service scenarios, 

verifying use cases and sequences of actions and actor's role. Defining requirements for 

the service as well as the logical and organizational structure. Finally, a representation of 

the service by mean of all it components and techniques, including e.g. physical elements 

and interactions has to be made.  
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Morelli (2006) and Miettinen (2017) describe that there is no pre-determined 

methodology for service designs and that designers should create their own methodology 

to be used in different contexts. This is also argued by Design Council (2007), that there 

are no consensus or best practice in service design. However, they propose that there are 

some commonalities among different processes, and that these consists of the distinct 

phases presented earlier. 

All in all, several design methods include similar phases. These include analysis and 

insights about users, prototype building, and evaluation. Design Council (2007) presents 

the double diamond model, a structure of service design which could be described by four 

phases and has been proven to be very useful when designing services (Stickdorn and 

Schwarzenberger 2016). The phases of the development process include: discover (initial 

idea, user needs); define (interpretation, business objectives); develop (solution 

development, prototyping and evaluation); and deliver (final testing and launch). Van 

Oosterom (2009) proposes a five-phase process that includes discovering, 

conceptualizing, designing, building and implementing. As presented, all these processes 

have similarities and supports the idea of discovering and understanding the user, get 

insight and generate new ideas, develop a concept and finally deliver this concept to the 

market. 

Due to the explorative approach of this study, the final phase of delivering and 

implementing the service to the market will not be considered. This would be impossible 

because that the technology of SDV at the time of this thesis is not fully mature. Instead, 

the first phases are used to explore different future possibilities of mobility concepts in 

rural areas by using a user-centered design approach. The proposed methodological 

framework for developing the service concepts, based on service design thinking, is 

presented in section 3.2. 

3.1.4 General morphological analysis as a tool for idea generation 

As previously mentioned, service design requires methods for generating ideas that could 

meet users' needs and demands. When generating new concepts and ideas, it is of 

importance to have a creative and open-minded process. There are a variety of creative 

techniques which can be used depending on the scope and underlying circumstances 

(O'Sullivan dooley 2009; Geschka 1996; Aslani, Naaranoja and Kekale 2012). 

Brainstorming is an often-used technique when there is a need of creative thinking 

(Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark 2010; Wilson 2013). However, the brainstorming 

technique is not very structured and have its weakness under complex circumstances. 

Hence, complex problems require more structured methods attempting to recognize and 

alter the problem area in a systematic-logic way (Seidenstricker, Scheuerle and Linder 

2014). Zwicky (1969) provides a method for problems of this kind called Morphological 

Analysis (MA) and Lee, Song and Park (2009) describes the MA as one of the most 

extensively used methods for concept generation.  
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A morphological analysis is non-quantified modeling method for solving complex cases. 

The method is appropriate for structuring and analyzing technological, organizational, 

and social problem complexes (Im and Cho 2013). Zwicky (1969) used MA as a method 

for investigating the total set of relationships contained in multi-dimensional, non-

quantifiable, problem complexes. The MA approach has later been applied in several 

studies such as technology forecasting (Yoon and Park 2005), as well as for new service 

development in combination of other methodologies (Kim et al. 2008; Beverungen, 

Kohlborn and Fielt 2011; Lee, Song and Park 2009). More recently, this approach has 

also been used for structuring complex planning issues in the business field, such as 

strategies, operations and marketing (Teece 2010) and future oriented scenario researches 

(Mozuni and Jonas 2016). 

Many cases where MA is used refers to technical problems. Seidenstricker, Scheuerle and 

Linder (2014) presents that MA have also been applied in the field of business models, 

especially to generate a first draft of novel concepts. They use MA as a basis and applies 

this in the field of business models and provide a methodology for systematically 

generating new business model prototypes. Im and Cho (2013) provides a methodology 

where MA is used for generating new business models where an integrated fuzzy 

approach is used for the ideal selection. MA has also been applied in a more explicit 

manner. Mozuni and Jonas (2016) apply the method for developing alternative business 

models for cruise business, and together with value proposition canvas, MA has also been 

used to develop novel business models for connected and automated driving 

(Hahnenwald 2017). Based on the idea of value proposition and the idea of using the 

method for generating new business models, this thesis adopts the MA in the development 

of the first draft of business model concepts. 

The fundamentals of MA could be divided into following phases: 

 The problem/subject is broken down into different parameters, through which the 

subject can be described as comprehensively and detailed as possible (Kim et al. 

2008).  

 Attributes or realizations of each parameter are identified. 

 A matrix is formed with a list of all parameters and their corresponding attributes. 

 The parameters' attributes are combined into suitable solutions. 

Depending on the number of parameters and their attributes, MA provides a lot of 

different possible solutions. An example of a morphological matrix is presented in table 

2. The subject, a restaurant service, is broken down into five parameters with a varying 

number of attributes. There are 96 possible solutions, which are the result from 

multiplying the number of attributes for each parameter (2x4x2x2x3=96). The 

combination of attributes in italics is one possible solution and corresponds to a fast food 

service (Kim et al. 2008). Different service alternatives can be derived by selecting 

different combination of attributes in each parameter. 
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Table 2. Example of morphological matrix (Kim et al. 2008). The attributes in italics 

corresponds to a restaurant that is offering a fast food service. 

Parameter Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute 3 Attribute 4 

Ingredient 

Supply of 

standardized 

ingredients 

Supply by 

individual 

restaurants 

  

Cook Make to order Make to stock Design to order 
Assemble to 

order 

Order Self-order 
Order by 

employee 
  

Food delivery Self service 
Delivered by 

employee 
  

Payment 
Payment 

during order 

Payment after 

dinner at table 

Payment after 

dinner at 

counter 

 

 

To reduce possible solutions, an assessment of consistency can be conducted. The main 

criterion is that an alternative is internally consistent. That is, there are no attributes that 

are mutually contradictory. In a first version of the morphological matrix there is usually 

a lot of contradictions, both logical and empirical, which must be identified and 

eliminated. Each parameter and attribute need to be reviewed iteratively to eliminate, 

redefine or subtract contradictory conditions (Im and Cho 2013). Ritchey (2013) refers to 

this as cross-consistency assessment (CCA). 

Although MA is an effective tool for modeling complex problems and exploring different 

alternatives, it has its weaknesses. There are no specific guidelines for combining 

parameters, resulting in many alternatives (Hahnenwald 2017). Lee et al. (2009) argue 

that the MA itself cannot evaluate and select the most satisfactory alternative. Im and Cho 

(2013) argue that it is therefore necessary to support MA with other processes. However, 

this thesis does not aim to propose and select the best business model. Instead, the MA is 

used as a tool for generating business models. In response to this, this study suggests a 

MA based on key words and basic components in business model concepts.  

3.2 Methodological framework 

By combining the earlier described methods, a methodology framework was elaborated 

for this thesis. The proposed methodology is divided into three different phases, 

consisting of different tasks, based on the presented theories and models considered 

relevant when designing new services. The phases were considered necessary because 

insights obtained during one phase had an impact on how the next phase was performed. 

Figure 7 shows an overview of the combined working methodology in this study, and 

how the result from each phase is linked to the following phase. Descriptions of the 

different phases and how they relate to each other are given bellow. 
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Figure 7: A visualization of the methodological framework for this thesis, including the 

proposed phases of service design. 

The thesis started with a pre-phase, where a literature study was conducted as background 

research to get information and understanding about concepts behind the project, but also 

to define the research problem. 

Then the exploration of the problem started in phase 1. User studies were implemented 

to get a user-centered design approach, and to gather information about users' mobility 

needs as well as how their transport behavior look like today, qualitative interviews were 

held. Then the material was analyzed and the findings were synthesized and insights and 

understanding about the users, as well as their needs were defined. This synthesize 

resulted in two characteristic user profiles which was brought to the next phase. 

In the following design phase, phase 2, the main task was to generate and design service 

ideas and solutions that could meet the users' needs found in phase 1. The first step was 

to create a value map and elaborate suitable value propositions that SDVs could offer in 

a MaaS context. During a brainstorming session, ideas for new service concepts was 

elaborated. Then, the result from the literature review was used to identify relevant 

business model parameters and attributes for a mobility service. With this material, a 

matrix with detailed elements was formed using MA. Finally, different solutions were 

explored, which resulted in a first draft of concrete BMs. The business model concept 

was then brought to phase 3. 

The final phase, called phase 3, consisted of an iterative loop, where the chosen business 

model that was brought from phase 2 were evaluated. By involving stakeholders, and 

getting feedback and opinions from them, a co-creative process is included in the design 

process. Feedback from users was also gained during interviews. These insights were 

used to revise the business model, as well as to identify potential opportunities and 

obstacles for a mobility service in rural areas. This finally resulted in a final draft of a 

potential business model for a mobility service in rural areas.  
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3.3 Implementation 

3.3.1 Phase 1 - Exploration of user needs 

The thesis started with a literature review to get insight about the problem to be 

investigated. The objective of this study was to obtain information about SDVs, the 

concept of MaaS, mobility in rural areas, as well as existing and proposed business 

models regarding MaaS. During this study, terms like Mobility as a service, business 

model, future mobility services, mobility in rural areas, self-driving vehicles, as well as 

different combinations of said terms, was searched for mainly through Google Scholar 

and Uppsala University Library's search engine.  

To gather information about users, methods such as interviews, experiments or 

observations can be done (Osterwalder et al. 2014). To gain better user understanding, 

qualitative user studies were conducted. According to Osterwalder et al. (2014) insights 

relevant to the context can be gained through talking to users, and the outcome should be 

a lightly validated customer profile. In this study, a qualitative approach was chosen. 

Qualitative interviews can be used when the knowledge is limited about the specific topic. 

According to Bell (2000), one of the advantages with interviews is the flexibility. During 

an interview, it is easy to follow up interesting themes and ideas given from the 

respondent. Also, the fact that non-verbal features such as gestures, intonations, and 

similar can be taken into consideration when analyzing the data could be beneficial. 

An interview guide for the user segment was formed using the concept of Value 

proposition canvas presented in section 3.1.2, divided into the parts Jobs, Gains, Pains 

and Trigger questions. Questions were formed using open answer alternatives. These kind 

of questions, together with the semi-structured approach, can open the possibility to get 

further information about the current topic by using follow up questions such as why? and 

how?, to get an insight about how users think about SDV and MaaS, a presentation about 

these subjects were given after the first half of the interview. This presentation was short 

and concise, and based on the premises of SDVs and MaaS given in section 2.2 and 2.3 

respectively. The possibility for questions about the subjects was given if something was 

unclear about the presentation. The presentation was followed by trigger questions. 

Questions of this kind can be used to trigger discussion about undeveloped concepts, to 

get an insight about how users feel about a concept, or how a concept should solve their 

problems in the future (Transformator Design 2018). In the end of the trigger session, it 

was asked for four factors that the respondents thought would be valuable in a self-driving 

mobility service. See appendix A for the full interview guide. 

A pilot interview was held before the real interviews were performed. Bell (2000) and 

Home and Solvang (1997) argues about the importance of having pilot interviews before 

the real interviews. During this interview it was possible to measure the time of the 

interview, if questions were hard to interpret, or if the questions were giving the response 

sought-after. After the interview, it was clear that some of the questions were hard to 
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understand. The interview guide was revised and finally used for the real respondent 

users.  

The conducted interviews with the users are presented in table 3. The premise for 

selection of respondents was that they should live in a rural area, according to the 

definition given in section 2.1. The respondents are primarily people in the authors’ 

propinquity. During the interviews it was asked for recommendations about people in the 

respondents' social networks who might be of interest for the study. This is referred to as 

snow ball sampling and is an effective method for finding relevant people (Denscombe 

2009). 

Table 3. Conducted interviews with users living in rural areas. 

 Date Duration Mode of transport Travel time 

to Uppsala 

Respondent A 2018-03-15 40 min Car 10 min 

Respondent B 2018-03-15 50 min Car 15 min 

Respondent C 2018-03-18 45 min Car 30 min 

Respondent D 2018-03-18 45 min Car 30 min 

Respondent E 2018-03-20 40 min Public transp. 30 min 

Respondent F 2018-03-23 40 min Public transp. & car 50 min 

Respondent G 2018-03-23 50 min Public transp. & car 44 min 

Respondent H 2018-03-26 30 min Car 25 min 

Respondent I 2018-03-26 35 min Public transp. & car 50 min 

Respondent J 2018-04-03 35 min Public transp. 15 min 

Respondent K 2018-04-04 35 min Car 43 min 

Respondent L 2018-04-07 50 min Car 15 min 

Respondent M 2018-04-13 35 min Car 20 min 

 

3.3.2 Phase 1 - Synthesize insights about rural users 

To interpret and analyze the collected data from the interviews, a thematic analysis was 

made by using the theory of Value Proposition Canvas. The respondents were divided 

into two groups based on the most used mean of conveyance. The qualitative and verbal 

material was then analyzed step by step, with focus on similarities as well as differences. 

This process resulted in several themes. The first step in the process was to get a general 

picture and understanding about the collected material. Therefore, the recording of every 

interview was listened to, right after the interview. A transcription of every interview was 

made, where material that was not considered relevant for the study was sorted out. 

Finally, the transcriptions were read several times. In the next step, key words were 

identified in the material. Based on the key words, different themes were identified, and 

the key words were grouped into these themes. The final step was to search for patterns, 

similarities and differences of all respondents, by using the categories jobs, pains, gains. 

These insights finally resulted in two typical users: The Car users and the Bus users. 
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3.3.3 Phase 2 - Design of mobility services 

Phase 2 began with a synthesizing and elaboration of the gained material from the user 

interviews regarding the trigger questions. This material was sorted under Thoughts about 

an autonomous MaaS, as well as Design principles to include in a mobility service. These 

gained insights were then used to elaborate two possible value propositions that was 

considered suitable for the two typical users, according to the result gained in the previous 

step. Together, these maps formed two VPCs.  

During a brainstorming session, in which the design principles and the two VPCs were 

considered, two proposed service concepts were elaborated. Both concepts are presented 

in section 5.1.3. In order to limit the study further, a choice was made to proceed only 

with one of the concepts. A motivation to why is given in section 5.1.6.  

3.3.4 Phase 2 - Design of business models to a mobility service 

The general idea of developing new business models was to first design a suitable VPC, 

based on user needs. Then, based on the literature study, experts' and researchers' opinions 

about future business models in a mobility service context were considered to identify 

relevant business model parameters, and their corresponding attributes. The identified 

parameters and attributes were assembled in the morphological matrix, and a CCA was 

conducted to eliminate impossible combinations. Finally, two business models were 

generated, by using the BMC. A visualization of the idea of generating the business 

models is given in figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. A visualization of the idea for developing new business models. User input 

was used to identify suitable value propositions, and a literature study was conducted to 

identify parameters for the MA. Then different combinations of business models were 

explored to generate new concepts. 

3.3.5 Phase 3 - Evaluation of the designed mobility service 

The final phase of the proposed service design process in this thesis was to involve 

stakeholders in order to test and evaluate the developed concept. To get new insights and 
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feedback on the concept, co-creative interviews were held with stakeholders and users. 

Stickdorn and Schneider (2011) argue that the co-creation process allows stakeholders to 

share their experiences and knowledge in order to take part in the process of creating or 

changing a service. With this approach, feedback and information was gained that may 

not have been considered in the earlier phases. The information was used to revise the 

designed service concept. 

The selection of stakeholders that were considered relevant to get feedback from was 

based on relevant key partners in a MaaS ecosystem context. The interviews were 

conducted with representatives from Uppsala municipality, the Public Transit Department 

in Uppsala (UL), The Swedish Transport Administration, as well as Samtrafiken, a 

service development company that, among other things, is responsible for coordinating 

Sweden's public transport.  

In addition to these stakeholders, users were also invited to a co-creative interview. 

Respondent D were invited because of being a typical car user. By using a car user, 

relevant input about the concept could be gained from these users' perspective. It was 

considered whether a bus user would be interviewed as well, but it was concluded that 

these users would not contribute with something new and relevant to the concept. 

Respondent D was also of extra interest to interview because of commitment in a local 

rural association, an activity that was of interest for the study.  

The interviews started with a brief presentation of the developed concepts. Then an open 

discussion about the concept was held. It was identified what role the different 

stakeholders would have and what they could contribute with in the development of the 

proposed feeder-service, as well as implications for the feeder-service. During the 

discussion, the feeder-concept was presented at a high level without getting too much into 

the developed business model, to avoid influencing the respondents. In total there were 

five interviews conducted, and an overview of these is shown in table 4. 
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Table 4. Conducted co-creation interviews with stakeholders and users. 

Stakeholders Type Duration Date 

Uppsala 

municipality 
Public sector 50 min 

2018-04-26 

 

The Public 

Transit 

Department UL 

Mobility 

operator 
45 min 2018-05-03 

The Swedish 

Transport 

Administration 

Public sector 45 min 
2018-05-03 

 

Samtrafiken Private actor 40 min 2018-05-15 

User    

Respondent D User 30 min 2018-05-13 

 

The material was then processed in a similar manner as described in section 3.3.2. The 

interviews were recorded, transcribed, and inductively coded. The material was then 

sorted into identified themes. Factors that was considered to be driving for implementing 

the designed mobility service were sorted under Drivers. Factors that could be obstacles 

and complicate the implementation were sorted under Barriers. Finally, implications 

regarding Cooperation were the last identified theme. The material was finally analyzed 

by categorizing identified aspects in Benefits and Costs, depending on how they affect 

users, stakeholders, and society.  
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4. Phase 1 - Exploration 

This section starts with a general description of the material gained from the exploration 

phase. In section 4.1, similarities and differences between the respondents are outlined 

and described by using the themes from the customer map in VPC. Finally, insights 

gained from the user interviews are synthesized and summarized, and depicted in two 

typical users in section 4.2. 

4.1 Exploration of user needs 

4.1.1 Rural commuters' jobs regarding mobility 

In rural areas, there is often a long distance between different destinations. Hence, 

walking or biking are rarely an option when people want to transport themselves. 

Instead, they rely on other modes of transport, such as their own car, or public transport. 

Regarding jobs, people living in rural areas basically have the same transport needs. The 

three most common trips made during a day were: Commuting, grocery shopping, and 

giving rides. All the respondents were working during the days, and their work was 

located in the city of Uppsala. Hence, the most important job of these that they want to 

fulfill by making a transport is to get to the work in town, and back home, especially 

during peak-hours (morning and afternoon). Commuting could be considered the main 

trip when it comes to transportation. Other transports are often based from this trip. 

When the respondents went grocery shopping, or when car users gave someone a ride, 

they did it in connection with going to or going home from work. Respondent A says: 

I never do a spontaneous trip to the store. It's always in connection with 

getting home from work. - Respondent A 

Respondent B, F and I mentioned that they sometimes are carpooling with colleagues 

when they are going to work. Giving family members rides were also a common activity, 

where a member in the family was given a ride in connection with a trip to the city. 

Regarding social jobs, respondents owning a car mentioned that the car was a part of their 

social lives. The car made it possible to go seeing family and friends in an easy way. 

However, the car as a goods was not considered to be a social thing. They meant that they 

did not buy a car to look good in other's eyes. Instead the car was purchased based on 

their needs. Hence, factors such as size of vehicle (to fit all the family members), fuel-

efficiency etc. was more important than having a good-looking car. It was also common 

to have more than one car, because the availability of public transport is limited. 

If children are a part of the household, the parents often give them a ride to different 

activities, or to the bus stop, from where they take the bus to, e.g. school. In other 

circumstances, the children went to the bus by bike or by walking. Figure 9 shows a 

visualization of typical trips during a day made by a rural inhabitant. 
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Figure 9. Typical trips made by a rural inhabitant. Destinations are pictured as circles, 

the main trip (commuting) is marked with solid lines while spontaneous or planned 

detours are marked with dashed lines.  

4.1.2 Rural commuters' gains regarding mobility 

Several gains were identified during the interviews. Respondents who used cars meant 

that the car gave them freedom and flexibility in their lives. They do not have to adapt to 

timetables, which public transport requires. Instead, they can go to their car and make a 

trip whenever they want or need to. When traveling alone with a child, car users often 

used the time to talk about personal things. The car was also often seen as a tool, where 

the car had been purchased after their needs, so that other family members and luggage 

could be accommodated. 

The car gives us a freedom and flexibility. I can go whenever I want, I do 

not have to wait for a bus or anything, just go. - Respondent A 

Respondents who traveled by bus mentioned some gains regarding public transport. They 

meant that the buses usually are on time, and that there were regular departure times. The 

fact that a period ticket could be purchased at a favorable price was considered good. 

However, respondent E and J said that if the price would rise higher than what it is today, 

it would be considered expensive in comparison to the time and effort it takes to use the 

bus. It also concerned the freedom of doing whatever they want during the trip, because 

they do not have to pay any attention on the traffic. During the trip, they had time to read, 

get a couple of minutes to relax, or even start working. Respondent E and F said:  

The best part about the bus is that I can use my phone during the trip and 

just relax. - Respondent E 

I can start to read e-mails, or reading reports... or just relax because I do 

not need to pay attention to the traffic. - Respondent F 
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General gains regarding transport were that the respondents wanted to reach their 

destination on time, which all respondents agreed on. A trip was considered successful 

when there were no traffic jams, which resulted in a trip that did not take so long. 

4.1.3 Rural commuters' pains regarding mobility 

Being late was a pain regarding transports mentioned by all the respondents. Regarding 

car traveling, respondents who drove cars meant that the biggest annoyance when it 

comes to transports, was the car itself. It was a pain that it required additional work, such 

as regular service and refueling, as well as all the operating costs, such as service, fuel, 

taxes, and insurance. Respondent C and G says: 

The frustrating thing about the car? It's everything around it, it is service 

costs, vehicle inspection... everything. That is frustrating! - Respondent C 

All the extra work that comes when owning the car, that's what I do not like. 

- Respondent G 

They meant that other factors in the traffic were a major annoyance as well. They became 

annoyed when other road users (e.g. cars, bikes, pedestrians) were not clear with their 

intentions in the traffic. Also, driving during a roadwork was a pain.  

Parking was a problem according to some of the respondents. They were quite annoyed 

that it was so few parking spaces and that it was expensive to park in the city. Instead, 

they went to other places where they knew it was plenty of space and free of charge, often 

at a shopping mall just outside the city. Physical pains were something brought up by 

several respondents. During longer trips, it was rather demanding to drive, and they 

became tired.  

Pains regarding public transport was mainly the timetable and that these times needs to 

be matched with working hours. Respondent E says: 

It would be much better if I could adjust my traveling according to my life, 

instead of planning my life according to the timetable. - Respondent E 

Car users meant that the flexibility of using a car disappeared when traveling by bus. A 

reason to why they used their car was because they considered the bus stop to be too far 

away, and that the bus didn't go as often as they would like. Also, the fact that public 

transport takes longer to reach the destination was a pain. Traveling by public transport 

often required at least one change of mode of transport, to arrive to the destination, which 

in turn made it an effort to go by bus. It was also considered a pain with a lot of luggage 

when traveling with public transport. Because these respondents did not have a period 

ticket for the bus, they thought it was expensive when buying a single ticket to make a 

spontaneous trip with the bus. 
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The more regular bus travelers implied that it was annoying at times when the bus was 

late. Another pain occurred when the bus was full of people, and that there were no empty 

seats because of that. Respondent E said: 

It is annoying when the bus is full, and I must stand. I do not like that, I try 

to adjust to times when there are not so many people... - Respondent E 

The bus users also mentioned the pain of getting to the bus. It was often a long distance 

to the bus stop, and during harsh weather this was sometimes extra annoying. Also, a pain 

they mentioned was waiting for the bus when arriving to the bus stop early or when the 

bus is late, as well as waiting when doing a change. 

4.2 Synthesizing insights about rural users 

Out of the analyzed material, some insights were obtained. There were some major 

differences between the respondents. Based on these differences, two typical users were 

identified, where the identified pains and gains have been merged into each typical user. 

These are called the Car users, and the Bus users and are presented below. Despite having 

similar jobs to be made, they have different pains and gains because of different use of 

transport modes.  

4.2.1 The typical car user 

The car is a central part of the Car users' lives. They often have two cars in the household, 

and the cars are their best friends, no matter what. They use the cars for every need of 

transport: to commute to work, to go grocery shopping, and to go visit friends. If the Car 

users also have children, they usually give their kids ride to school, to the bus, or to leisure 

activities. Time is a very important factor for the Car users, and if it must be compromised 

between time and money, time often wins. Because time is such an important factor, 

public transport is rarely used. They do not like being tied to set times, which the bus 

requires. Instead, they praise the flexibility that the car gives. They also would rather be 

alone on the roads, because they do not like other road users or road work. A summary of 

the characteristic pains and gains is given in figure 10.  
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Figure 10. Insights made about the Car users' gains (green face) and pains (red face) 

regarding mobility. 

4.2.2 The typical bus user 

The Bus users however, relies more on public transportation, especially when commuting 

to work. If the distance to the bus stop is large, they can use some mode of transport (e.g. 

car or bike) to get there, but their main trip is made by public transport. Time is still an 

important factor for these people, but not as important as it is for the car users. Instead, 

there may be other reasons which make them take the bus. There may be a lack of driving 

license, that they want to be more environmentally friendly, or reasons regarding their 

economic situation. A summary of the characteristic pains and gains is given in figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Insights made about the Bus users' gains (green face) and pains (red face) 

regarding mobility. 
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5. Phase 2 - Design 

This section starts with a clarifying review of the material obtained from the trigger 

questions in the user studies. Together with the insights made in phase 1, descriptions of 

proposed value delivered through possible mobility services are then given, described by 

using the VPC. This is then used together with the MaaS framework to generate a first 

draft of business models by using morphological analysis, which finally are presented by 

using the BMC. 

5.1 Design of mobility services 

5.1.1 Users' thoughts about an autonomous MaaS 

To get a better understanding of what the respondents think about SDVs, MaaS, and how 

they would use a mobility service, trigger questions were asked during the interviews. A 

presentation of this material is given bellow.  

Some respondents were excited about the thought of traveling with SDVs and meant that 

they were not afraid and put their trust in the technology. Others thought it would be scary 

and that they would feel insecure when there were no human driving operating the 

vehicle. However, it was mainly uncertainties regarding the self-driving technology, 

because it was new to them from today's perspective. In a future scenario, where the 

technology is proven to be as safe, or safer, as a human driver, they would not have a 

problem to use SDVs.  

All respondents did have a positive attitude towards an autonomous MaaS. They meant 

that a service like this would still give them the freedom and flexibility, in a similar way 

as the car does today. Some of them also admitted that they possibly would travel more, 

when it gets easier to access a mode of transport. When the solution of sharing vehicles 

with others came up, almost every respondent had a positive attitude towards this as well. 

Respondent H said: 

I think it is important to share more. It would be better for the environment. 

– Respondent H 

Some of the respondents mentioned the issue of safety, especially when there is no driver 

who has some sort of safety responsibility. Questions regarding traveling alone with 

strangers, as well as when something unforeseen happens, such as accidents and 

malfunctions, were something brought up. 

When the respondents got the question if they would be willing to get rid of their car in 

favor for an autonomous MaaS the answers varied. All agreed on that if the service gave 

them the flexibility and freedom the car gives them today, they would be willing to do so. 

Positive consequences they mentioned by using this service instead of owning a car were 

especially lower costs. They do not have any investment cost (buying a car is sometimes 
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expensive), they do not have to pay taxes, fuel, insurance etc., and they do not have to 

serve the car, change tires and all other additional work that the car owning demands. 

Others also meant that they could possibly get rid of one car, but today they would still 

want to own at least one car due to the flexibility. However, there were not only positive 

consequences of getting rid of the car. Respondents who had bought the car after their 

needs were insecure if the service really would be sufficient to meet their demands. 

Respondent A said: 

Sometimes when I have a lot of luggage, or when grandmother's wheelchair 

needs to come along, how am I sure there is space for these kinds of things? 

– Respondent A 

Hence, some implied that the possibility to choose between different sizes of vehicles 

would be a desirable feature in the service. Several respondents also brought up the idea 

that a good feature would be the possibility to pre-book a trip, e.g. make a reservation so 

that the SDV would arrive at their house at a pre-set time when going to work in the 

morning, and the same procedure when going home in the afternoon.  

The way payments could be done did not matter and was not such a big deal according to 

the respondents. All agreed that some kind of monthly fee, or subscription, could be 

appropriate, where the price varied depending on how much they use the service. Some 

also mentioned that it would be nice to have some form of pay-per-use fee, for 

spontaneous trips. Answers regarding payment through watching commercial varied 

highly between the respondents. Some were positive to watching it if the service became 

cheaper, while others were strongly against watching it, especially if they had to pay for 

using the service. 

5.1.2 Design principles to include in a mobility service 

In the end of the interviews it was asked for what factors and functions the respondents 

thought would be valuable to make them use a mobility service. These factors, called 

Design principles were elaborated based on the answers from the respondents and are 

described as followed: 

 On time – The waiting time for starting a trip with the service should not exceed 

15 minutes. 

 Low cost – The service should be cheaper than today's mode of transport (i.e. a 

car user wants the service to be cheaper than the cost of owning and using a car, 

and a bus user wants the service to not be more expensive than what they are 

paying for their commuting card). 

 A to B – The service should take the user from A to B, without having to change 

mode of transport. 

 Convenience – The service should be easy to use, and when doing a trip, the user 

should not have to adapt to others or a timetable which would affect the travel 

time negatively. 
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 Eco-friendly – Takes into consideration whether the users value environmentally 

friendly alternatives when they travel.  

 Different modes – The service should offer the possibility to access different sizes 

of vehicles, as well as different modes of transport (cars, trains, buses, bikes, etc.). 

 Sharing with others – The service should offer the possibility for sharing with 

others. 

 Not sharing with others – The service should not offer the possibility for sharing 

with others. 

 
Figure 12. The result of the most important factors that a mobility service should 

include, according to the respondents. 

As it can be seen in figure 12, the four most important factors to include in a mobility 

service, so that the respondent users would be willing to use it are: Always on time, Low 

cost, A to B, and Convenience. Accordingly, the possibility to have an environmentally 

friendly alternative, as well as get access to different modes of transport was not 

considered as relevant. Whether the users had to share vehicles with others when using 

the service did not matter that much either. 

5.1.3 Elaboration of mobility concepts 

For the two customer profiles presented in section 4.2, two corresponding value maps 

were elaborated, where the design principles that were obtained in the previous section 

were in focus. The value proposition, gain creators, and pain relievers are based on the 

material gained from the user interviews, as well as from the literature study where 

possibilities of SDVs and MaaS were identified.  

By making use of self-driving technology in a mobility service, value propositions were 

elaborated that could meet the users demands. Despite having similar jobs, the two typical 

users may value different features in a mobility service. The value map is elaborated to 
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achieve what Osterwalder et al. (2014) call fit between the user and the proposed service. 

Based on the insights in the VPCs, together with the identified future trends, a 

brainstorming session was held where suitable service concepts were elaborated to match 

each VPC. The session resulted in two mobility service concepts: an A2B-service and a 

Feeder-service. A brief presentation of these concept ideas is given below, right after 

each corresponding VPC. 

Figure 13 presents the idea behind the concept in relation to the identified future trends 

presented by Pernestål Brenden et al. (2017). The idea about both concepts are that they 

would work in a scenario when sharing economy will have a breakthrough. The difference 

lay in whether the urban policy and planning is proactive or not. The A2B-service 

corresponds to a concept that would be possible in a scenario where there are ambitious 

but slow and careful urban policy and planning. Instead, companies take control and 

develop solutions for people's demands. The Feeder-service instead, is a concept that 

would work in a scenario where there is ambitious and proactive planning in society. In 

this scenario, public transport would be well developed, and contributions for smart 

solutions could be obtained. 

 
Figure 13. A visualization of the two proposed mobility concepts in relation to the 

identified and adopted future trends. 

5.1.4 Concept to meet car users' Value proposition canvas 

Figure 14 shows the VPC for the typical Car user. The concept idea that was considered 

suitable for this user was the A2B-service concept. This concept was created to correspond 

to the needs of the typical Car user. The idea was to create a transport solution that was 

similar to the way users use their car today. The service should consider the users' needs 

and not compromising on flexibility. Hence, it should offer different modes of transport, 

depending on what kind of trip the users want to do and be fully on demand. The main 
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idea is to take the users straight from point A, and transport them to their destination B. 

The trip should be made straight to the destination, without changing vehicle. However, 

access to other modes of transport, such as busses, should also be included. Therefore, 

this concept corresponds to a fully integrated MaaS solution where the mobility need is 

met by several modes of transport. 

Figure 14. Elaborated VPC for the typical Car user, where the value proposition is 

given by self-driving technology and a mobility service to meet the user's need. 

5.1.5 Concept to meet bus users' Value proposition canvas 

Figure 15 shows the VPC for the typical bus user. The concept idea that was considered 

suitable for these users was the Feeder-service concept. This concept was created to fit 

the typical bus user's needs, and especially to meet the annoying task of traveling to the 

bus. The main idea of this concept is that it relies on the public transport system. It is also 

called "first and last mile" and is a popular term when considering how automatic 

transportation can be applied in practice. According to Pernestål Brenden and Kottenhoff 

(2018) a feeder line can for example replace a regular bus line and thus reduce costs. At 

the same time, it may be designed to increase accessibility in rural areas and are of interest 

to increase the attractiveness of public transport. The concept can also be used to shorten 

low demand lines at the far end of the line. This also reduces costs and makes it possible 

to control demand and have a flexible fleet of vehicles depending on how many people 

that are traveling. 
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Figure 15. Elaborated VPC for the typical bus user, where the value proposition is 

given by self-driving technology and a mobility service to meet the user's need. 

5.1.6 Selected concept for business model generation 

In the cities today, different kinds of mobility solutions are already offered. Different 

modes of transport are already in place, such as public transport, taxi-services, and car 

and bike pools, which could be integrated into a MaaS concept. However, in rural areas 

there is a lack of these kinds of solutions, or the distance to public transport is too large. 

To maintain the flexibility, it was shown that people in these areas tend to own and drive 

their own cars. In order to attract people to use public transport instead of their own car, 

it was chosen to develop the feeder concept further. The feeder service could then be 

integrated into the public transport system in the city, to give the people access to a full 

mobility service. In this case, the feeder-service would have the function of a first- and 

last-mile service offered to the locals. Combined with a MaaS concept in the city, the 

user's mobility demand could then be met by offering a complete mobility service that 

hopefully could compete and replace the car. 

5.2 Design of business models to a mobility service 

The idea of a Feeder-service was further developed by investigating how different 

business models could be designed for this kind of service. 

5.2.1 Identification of business model attributes 

Together with the framework regarding SDVs, and mobility services, the parameters and 

corresponding attributes for the morphological matrix were elaborated. The following 

section explains and clarifies why the proposed parameters were chosen. Other 

parameters and attributes could of course be considered in a business model for a mobility 

service. However, the ones presented below were considered sufficient to be able to 

design a first draft of the BMC for a mobility service in rural areas. Together with 
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descriptions of the business model parameters, building blocks are presented which are 

eventually assembled into the morphological matrix. 

Because of the user-driven approach of the study, the value proposition and customer 

segment parts were elaborated through the user interviews in the earlier phase. The 

customer segment to the mobility service consists of rural inhabitant commuters. In the 

earlier phase, it was concluded that these could be divided into two groups: bus users and 

car users. These attributes can be seen in figure 16. 

The proposed value proposition that were found suitable for the two typical users in 

section 5.1 were merged into one. The value proposition for the feeder-service is as 

follows: An autonomous feeder-service that is always on time, could be accessed at low 

cost, be convenient to use, and offers no car responsibility, and the building block can be 

seen in figure 16. 

Figure 16. The proposed value propositions and customer segments for the feeder-

service. 

The channels used to communicate the value proposition to the users are shown in figure 

17. The overall thought behind MaaS is to communicate with users through a digitalized 

platform. It can be an application and/or a website where all the possible mobility options 

are displayed through an interface. This application or website is integrated with a trip 

planning system, as well as with a payment system. In cases when there are needs of 

personal contact (support errands and such), sales agencies and service centers could be 

a possible channel as well. 

The customer relationships which connects the users to the service are shown in figure 

17. The relationships may vary depending on what kind of business being done. In a MaaS 

context, the identified main relationship could be a self-service relationship, where the 

users serve themselves by doing everything necessary to make a trip in an application 

using their smartphone, without any help or input from an employee. A similar but more 

high-level relationship is the automated, where the relationship is more personalized and 

can identify individual needs, e.g. by gathering data about the user. An important fact that 

was considered is the fact that there is no driver to communicate with and there is minimal 

personal contact when using the service. Therefore, a personal relationship might be of 

importance to build trust in the users. This could for instance be used by having a 

customer service. 
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Figure 17. Channels and customer relationships used to communicate with the users of 

the mobility service. 

To run the service, income has to be generated. The revenue stream building block is the 

one describing how income is generated from the customer segment, as well as what the 

customers are willing to pay. It was considered appropriate to divide the revenue 

generated in the mobility service into two segments, which can be seen in figure 21. 

The first segment is user generated revenue, where users buy some sort of mobility 

package. Similar services that could be accessed through an application using a 

smartphone (e.g. Spotify, Netflix, Whim) let the users sign up for some kind of 

subscription, depending on how much the service is utilized. In a mobility service context, 

the design of the subscription may vary depending on how much the users travel. If a user 

rarely uses high cost travel modes (i.e. car, taxi etc.), or makes few travels, a cheaper 

version of the subscription could be offered. If the user instead wants full access to all 

transport modes offered, a more expensive version would be of interest. Another payment 

model is pay-per-use, where the user pays per made trip and the cost may vary depending 

on travel length and time. In a payment model of this kind, the possibility to pre-pay or 

make post-payments could be an alternative. It was also concluded in the earlier phase 

that the users would not be willing to use the service if it is more expensive than their 

mode of transport utilized today. 

The other segment is called third party generated. Revenue streams that do not concern 

users are instead generated by third party actors and concerns advertising, and subsidies. 

By letting other companies buy advertising space in the vehicles, revenue could be 

generated. It is also a possibility that actors representing the public and private sector 

could offer subsidies for a service like this in rural areas. 

 

Figure 21. Identified ways to generate revenue in a mobility service. 

The key resource building block of the BMC describes important assets needed to create 

and maintain the offered value for the customer. This was divided into more explanatory 

parameters. The ones identified and considered are shown in figure 18, and descriptions 

are given below. 
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Data, such as personal information and travel behavior, as well as information about 

departures and other traffic related data, were identified resources that are of importance 

for implementing MaaS. Without data of departures of the modes of transport to include 

in a specific trip, it would be difficult to arrange and coordinate a seamless trip for the 

user.  

Vehicles, are of course a prerequisite for being able to do mobility services. In the case of 

vehicles, there could be different arrangements of solutions. In the whole concept of 

MaaS, different types of vehicles could be offered to the user (e.g. bus, train, car, pod, 

taxi and bike). However, in the feeder-service it is rather about different types of car-like 

vehicles. Different sizes of the offered vehicles could be a solution depending on the users 

need for the moment. A small self-driving car is a solution for trips being made alone, 

while a bigger vehicle is convenient when the user travels with the family and a lot of 

luggage. A mobility service could also be offered in different standards of the vehicles 

(i.e. luxury or standard). However, a central part of the thesis is also to consider that they 

are SDVs. 

Infrastructure have to be adequate for a service like this to work. This may include 

possibilities for charging the vehicles, locations for the vehicles when they are not in use, 

such as garages to park in during the night. Stops have to be in place, both out on the 

route where people could access the feeder-service, but also a connecting stop where the 

transition between the feeder-service and the public transport could take place. Some 

authors present the possibility of SDV solutions using a priority lane. However, this was 

not considered an option in this case, because it is often limited road space in rural areas. 

 

Figure 18. Identified key resource attributes for a mobility service. 

The key activity building block of the BMC describes crucial activities needed in the 

business model and was also divided into more explanatory parameters. The ones 

identified and considered are shown in figure 19 and are described below. 

Sharing is an activity that mainly concerns users and whether they are willing to share 

vehicles with other persons during the trip. Therefore, the attributes chosen were Yes and 

No. 

Integration consists of the activity of ticket and payment integration, as well as integration 

of several modes of transport. The idea of the mobility service is to give users access to 

all modes of transport offered in an area, by purchasing one single ticket. Therefore, these 

activities are of importance to include. 
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Data and analytics are activities that was identified to be a major part in MaaS activities, 

linked to the key resource data. It concerns activities such as the coordination and 

arrangement of specific trips. This activity will be considered depending on what kind of 

actors who are involved in the arrangement of the feeder-service. Hence, it is assigned 

the attributes Yes and No. 

Operation are activities concerning the operation of the feeder-service. It concerns 

whether the service should be adjusted by a schedule (i.e. pre-booking) or be fully on 

demand (i.e. the user chooses when the trip should start). Distribution of vehicles over a 

specific area or having the vehicles placed in a specific area are activities that could be or 

could not be made, to affect and optimize waiting time for users. This refers to the 

attributes distribution and no distribution. Another activity that could affect the time is 

whether the vehicles should follow a predetermined fixed route or be fully flexible and 

have the ability to go wherever users want.  

Maintenance consists of activities associated with the vehicles used in the service. For 

example, the vehicles have to be cleaned after a period a time, as well as being served, 

and charged. 

Figure 19. Identified key activities to include in a mobility service. 

The key partnerships describe the network of stakeholders that together make the business 

model work. In a mobility service, these could increase to an unlimited quantity 

depending on what to include in the service and how the business model is designed. To 

reduce attributes, the most crucial ones that are of interest in a mobility service are used. 

Those considered are the ones described in section 2.3.2. 

The mobility operator is the actor who is responsible for delivering the mobility service 

to the customer. This provider is customer-facing and is the one communicating with the 

customers, as well as enabling ticket purchasing, providing customer service etc. The 

service provider is the actor associated with providing the capacity in the mobility service. 

That is, providing vehicles and activities associated with the vehicles for the service. The 

mobility operator is then the one who arranges the service producers into a mobility 

service that are finally offered to customers. As can be seen in figure 20 these roles could 

be managed by either a private actor or a public actor. As mentioned in section 2.3.1, 

there are also possibilities to include shared assets owned by people. Hence the people 

actor included as a service producer.  

An actor responsible for regulations and subsidies is also considered as a key partner. 

This is however considered to mainly come from the public sector. 
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Figure 20. Crucial key partners to include in a mobility service in rural areas. 

Finally, the cost structure that describes costs associated with operating the business 

model is presented. Costs may vary depending on what kind of business that is running, 

and in a mobility service context, it was considered appropriate to divide the costs in this 

service into two segments. This can be seen in figure 22. 

Operating expenses (Opex) is expenses that consists of costs that are linked to activities 

for keeping the service running. These were identified as costs regarding maintenance, 

such as electricity, service, cleaning, but also platform costs to keep the digital platform 

running. As presented earlier, costs associated with the driver disappears when using 

SDVs.  

Capital expenses (Capex) is expenses that are the counterpart to Opex. It describes the 

costs associated with obtaining, maintaining and improving fixed assets. These were 

identified as costs regarding development of the service, renting or buying capacity 

(SDVs), and investment in infrastructure and facilities. 

Figure 22. Identified operating costs (Opex) and capital costs (Capex) for running a 

mobility service. 

5.2.2 Business model generation with Morphological analysis 

To be able to generate new business models for the service in a structured way, the 

parameters presented in section 5.2.1 were assembled in a morphological matrix, shown 

in figure 23. 
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Figure 23. The morphological matrix with identified business model parameters and 

corresponding attributes. 
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Based on the performed user studies and the mapped value propositions, following two 

concepts were designed through the morphological analysis as a possible solution to the 

lack of mobility in rural areas: The Public operated mobility service and the People 

operated mobility service. In order for public transport to compete with the car usage in 

rural areas, a mobility service must achieve the same flexibility as a car today and also 

should assure punctuality. It is furthermore important with simplicity and a reasonable 

travel time. Users should not have to spend too much time and effort planning travels, 

even for irregular trips. Following sections present the results from the business model 

generation for the two concepts and describes how a feeder-service could look like and 

function in two different scenarios.  

5.2.3 Public operated mobility service 

This service is inspired from Aapaoja and Eckhardt (2017) thoughts of the public 

transport provider acting as mobility operator. This case is therefore similar to the way 

public transport is operated today, but the public transport authority takes the role as 

mobility operator and by that extends their service with a feeder-service in rural areas. By 

providing a feeder-service, people living too far away from the bus stop, that usually use 

the car as a mode of transport, can instead be attracted to use public transport and by that 

they can attract a larger customer base.  

In this case this actor is responsible for activities regarding data and operation, and 

depending on the relation between the mobility operator and service producer, maybe also 

maintenance, operation etc. Their key partners are a private actor who has the role as 

service producer which provides the capacity in form of SDVs, as well as authorities in 

the public sector as per today, which subsidies and regulates the public transport. Revenue 

is also generated by selling advertising space, and by selling tickets to customers. An 

advantage is that they can use their existing channels that they got access to today, like 

service centers, sales agencies as well as their application from where users can buy and 

plan their trips. But to be able to operate in the area, they have to invest in some key 

resources, such as parking spots and charging facilities for the vehicles.  

By having a stakeholder large as the public transport authority, it is assumed that the 

vehicles could be operated in a more flexible manner because of their competence. For 

instance, it could be possible to arrange flexible routes and on demand services. A first 

draft of a potential business model for the public transport authority acting as the mobility 

operator can be seen in figure 25. 
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Figure 24. The business model canvas for a feeder-service operated by the public 

transport authority, generated through the morphological matrix.  

5.2.4 People operated mobility service 

A simpler case considered is also inspired from Aapaoja and Eckhardt (2017), but the 

focus is instead placed on that people living in rural areas are included in the mobility 

service. In this case, the users have both the role as customers and service producers, 

where they form a car pooling organization. This car pool consists of SDVs and are then 

used as a shared resource to transport the users to the public transport transit. 

The users thus provide vehicle capacity, and they are also the ones consuming the 

provided mobility service. In this way, this is considered to be the simplest form of a 

business model and service that could be offered. Because of the simplicity, a mobility 

service according to this business model would not require any data processing and would 

instead require a timetable and a fixed route the vehicles could follow. Since the vehicles 

follow a timetable, pre-booking is not offered. The users also get access to the service by 

having a subscription based on travel needs or similar. The mobility operator is thus 

disregarded in this case, and to get access to public transport, they have to buy tickets to 

the public transport operating in the city. In this manner, the concept is similar to today's 

way of traveling, except that a feeder-service based on carpooling is used for 

transportation to and from the bus. 

In this business model, it is also sufficient with the most basic channel, an application that 

will provide the user with real-time information about the service. As can be seen in figure 

25, the building block of customer relationship is missing. In this case, the relationship is 

instead created by neighborhood relations between the users. 

As a key partner, the public sector will probably be a major support. The public actors, 

such as the municipality and other authorities that can provide subsidies to support the 
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idea of carpooling to reduce car use. The elaborated business model can be seen in figure 

25. 

Figure 25. The business model canvas for a feeder-service where people uses shared 

SDVs as a feeder-service, generated through the morphological matrix.  

5.2.5 Selected concept for evaluation in phase 3 

The chosen service for further development and evaluation together with stakeholders in 

the next phase was the public operated. This service was considered to be most likely to 

be implemented of the two, based on that the public transport operator in a city is a strong 

actor in the transportation system. Investing in SDVs for the car sharing pool could also 

be a large cost for the locals, which means that they might rather rely on another actor to 

take responsibility in providing the service. The public version was also considered to 

add additional variation compared to the people operated version. 
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6. Phase 3 – Evaluation of the service 

This section presents the results from the final phase where discussions were held with 

key stakeholders. Then the revised business model is presented, followed by an outline 

of insights made about implications of the implementation of the service. 

6.1 Co-creation interviews with stakeholders 

6.1.1 Opinions about the feeder-service 

When the feeder-service was discussed with the stakeholders, all of them agreed that rural 

areas indeed are a difficult area to run a business in. They also agreed on that public 

transport is an important part in the transportation system, and that it should be the natural 

choice for travel, instead of using a car. To be able to compete with the car, it has to go 

from A to B as straight and fast as possible without detours. Feeder-services with good 

connecting possibilities could therefore possess an important solution. Having the bus 

follow important routes without detours is also the way public transport is planned after 

today. Hence, a feeder-service would fit into today's structure, so that the public 

transportation system could cover a larger area and by that attract more users. By having 

more people using the public transport, the better the offered service will be. Therefore, 

it is desirable to attract more users. 

6.1.2 Barriers for the feeder-service 

Some problems regarding rural areas that could affect mobility services were also 

discussed. It was especially the large distances that was the main problem, because the 

sparse structures make it difficult to provide a service that covers a large area.  

Safety aspects regarding the technology were also something mentioned by the 

stakeholders. The users have to rely on the technology and know that the service is 

reliable, especially if the car is to be abandoned. One actor mentioned that even if people 

are saying that they are willing to use a service running with SDVs, the step to doing so 

is big. Acceptance and that the users get used to and put their trust in the new system is 

very important. This takes both time and effort. Feeling safe when traveling with the 

SDVs and sharing the vehicle with others was an aspect brought up as well. However, 

according to one actor this aspect may not be as crucial in rural areas as it may be in the 

cities. It is probably more likely that the users outside the cities know their fellow 

passengers because of neighbor relationships and suchlike.  

Resources as well as practical barriers were identified. A service like this would probably 

require a lot of vehicles. Because focus of this thesis is on commuters, who tend to travel 

during the peak-hours (morning and afternoon), the fleet of vehicles needs to be 

dimensioned to meet the demand during these hours. This, combined with the large 

distances in rural areas tend to make the fleet bigger. During these hours it would also be 

difficult to offer an on-demand service. Instead, ride sharing, and coordination is of 
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importance to be able to transport the users. It was however said that if the users would 

be willing to share vehicles with each other, the fleet could be smaller than if they would 

not be willing to share. The fact that sharing could affect the users’ time was also 

considered a negative aspect. The travel time could increase if the vehicles have to stop 

in different locations during the trip. Also, locations and infrastructure for charging and 

parking when the vehicles are not in use need to come in place.  

The issue regarding resources, and especially the number of vehicles could be managed 

by using a mini bus or similar, and letting the users share the vehicle when there are many 

travelers at the same time. However, it was argued that the flexibility and convenience 

would be affected in such cases.  

Laws and regulations were aspects mentioned in passing but that are of importance, 

especially when combining SDVs and public actors involved. The question regarding 

which actor that is responsible during an accident when there is no responsible human 

driver is an example. 

The public transport authority mentioned the difficulty of offering a service to areas that 

have the same conditions. They meant that the same service level has to be offered in 

areas that have the same possibilities to adopt such service, regarding buildings and 

mobility needs for instance. Corresponding outcomes in conditions shall result in 

corresponding outcomes in public transport. This mean that if the public transport 

authority is to provide the feeder-service on their own, it would be necessary to invest on 

a fairly large scale. 

The municipality talked about the identity aspect as well and the car as a phenomenon. 

People are choosing to live in a rural area, and because people today are flexible, they 

choose where to work and live, and they can go whenever they want, the car is a key to 

this lifestyle. In these cases, the car is not just seen as a tool for transport. Instead it is a 

symbol of freedom and flexibility, which facilitates the rural inhabitants' lives. To give 

the same kind of freedom as the car does, the feeder-service has to be just as reliable and 

flexible as the car. Another obstacle concerned the users’ attitude, partly to SDVs, but 

also to mobility services in general. Even though people say they are willing to use a self-

driving mobility service, there is a psychological barrier to overcome in order to abandon 

the car. Also, the fact that it would be difficult to have a customized solution due to 

different user needs. Every individual has specific needs related to traveling and their own 

life situation. 

6.1.3 Drivers for the feeder-service 

The most important driver identified for implementing and using a feeder-service running 

with SDVs was the lack of driver cost. In a mobility service running with traditional 

vehicles, the driver cost is one of the biggest expenses. 
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Safety aspects regarding traffic in rural areas were also important, especially for 

pedestrians and children. There is often limited road space in rural areas and a lack of 

sidewalks. By shifting the way people transport themselves to the bus, from walking etc., 

to a safer feeder-service where the transport is made with a vehicle, it was argued that the 

safety would increase. Also, by creating safer transfer points where the SDVs meet the 

bus to the city, people would not have to wait for the bus next to a busy road. It was also 

brought up that SDVs are safer than human operated traffic, at least in the theory. Feeling 

safe when using the service could also be influenced by the type of operator providing 

the service, especially when self-driving technology is used. It was believed that if an 

established actor provided the service the users would be more trustful and willing to use 

the service, rather than if a new start-up company would provide the service. 

Regarding the environmental aspect, there were some different opinions whether it was 

important or not. They all meant that it, of course, was a better option to use electrical 

SDVs instead of privately owned cars running on combustion engines. However, the 

municipality highlighted the environmental aspect as very important, and that it was a 

large driver, especially for them. Others meant that this aspect was a contributing factor, 

but not alone crucial. Today there are already more eco-friendly alternatives to use, such 

as electrical cars or biogas busses. Instead aspects regarding accessibility and cost savings 

were more crucial factors that would be driving aspects for a feeder-service. 

Finally, a driver that considers the feeling of participation among users was mentioned. 

It is possible that people in an area would be feeling special by having a new, innovative 

autonomous service that they can use in their neighborhood. This feeling may allow users 

to be more likely to retain the service and even to be an actor involved of providing it.  

6.1.4 Cooperation between stakeholders 

Cooperation was mentioned as important when offering services, especially in rural areas. 

Both between the authorities and a possible service provider, but involving the users was 

considered most important. This considered both the design and providing the service. 

By getting feedback and ideas from the users and involving them in the design of the 

service, there is a better chance of creating something useful.  

According to the municipality, rural residents know best about their travel needs and how 

they would desire the service to be designed. They also mentioned that involving the 

locals in different projects is a common procedure outside Uppsala. It is common that the 

people are dedicated in the rural school, as well as local stores etc. However, it was 

mentioned that these kinds of dedications often take a lot of time and effort, and the 

question is in how many areas are the rural inhabitant required to engage in order to make 

their lives work? In other words, it may be easier to just own a car. 

Several of the respondents brought up the idea of involving the locals in order to provide 

the service, however their opinions varied. No one was reluctant to the idea, however, but 
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some meant that this concept is rather something for the future. Mainly because of 

people's attitude towards such an idea. 

When discussing the feeder-service with respondent Y, some interesting things were 

brought up regarding cooperation with the locals in the area. It was mentioned that it 

would not be impossible for them to be involved in the service. It was also noted that 

people in the area certainly would use the service, but that it would take a lot of 

commitment from the inhabitants in order to get the service running. A more likely 

scenario would be that they help with minor tasks related to the feeder-service. People 

could for instance contribute with parking spaces and charging facilities at their 

households.  

6.2 Insights about the designed mobility service 

6.2.1 Revision of the business model 

Based on the interviews, it was considered appropriate to revise the business model based 

on identified implications. This is presented in figure 26, where the major implications 

are highlighted and discussed in the following text. One major insight was that the service 

most likely will be difficult to implement a feeder-service in rural areas if there is no 

existing cooperation between the stakeholders affected by the service. These actors would 

then have different roles in the service, and one insight concerns the importance of the 

users as key partners. 

Figure 26. The revised business model for a feeder-service in rural areas. The 

highlighted parts are the main insights obtained during the stakeholder interviews. 

The idea of involving users in the service was already considered in phase 2 and from the 

result in phase 3, it was considered as a reasonable idea to let the users be involved in the 
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business model. However, the users would have an important role in the design of the 

service, and as opinion-formers to emphasize that they would use the service, so that the 

mobility provider would be willing to implement the service to their specific area, rather 

than to provide capacity themselves. The users could also be a key partner in an 

infrastructure manner. It may be possible that they could provide with existing parking 

and charging facilities next to their houses. Thus, no investment in this kind of 

infrastructure is required which could facilitate the implementation of the service. 

It is also proposed that the public transport authority acts as the mobility operator, which 

have the responsibility to coordinate all the service providers, combines them into a 

mobility service that are offered to the customers. This is also basically the same way 

they are running the business today. However, as mentioned earlier, they also have to 

procure capacity from private actors in order to meet the users demand for a feeder-

service. If the public transport authority also provides the service, an established actor 

will be the face meeting the users. Thus, trust in the service could increase when they use 

the new self-driving technology. This actor also has access to other staff than drivers, 

which could affect personal relations to the customers in a positive manner when there is 

no driver operating the vehicle. 

6.2.2 Implications of implementing a feeder-service 

Aspects concerning implementing and using a feeder-service complemented with public 

transport instead of traveling by car was also identified. These implications are presented 

in table 5 as benefits or costs for users, stakeholders, and more general aspects concerning 

society as whole. 
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Table 5. Identified benefits and costs for different users, stakeholders, and society 

associated with implementing a feeder-service in rural areas. 

 Benefit Cost 

Users 

Lower cost. The car users get 

access to mobility and do not 

have to pay costs associated 

with the car. 

 

Safety. The users could 

transport themselves to the bus 

in a safer manner. 

Flexibility. The car users 

may renounce flexibility in 

favor for the feeder-service. 

 

Freedom. The car users may 

as well renounce freedom in 

favor for the feeder-service. 

 

Sharing. The flexibility is 

also affected whether the 

users are sharing vehicles 

with each other. 

 

Commitment. For a feeder-

service to work in rural 

areas, the users have to get 

involved in different 

activities. 

Stakeholders 

Increased customer base. The 

public transport authority can 

attract more customers. 

 

Rural development. By 

increasing the accessibility in 

rural areas may affect the rural 

development in a positive 

manner. 

 

Utilization for other tasks. The 

feeder-service could be 

integrated with other services, 

such as package delivery or 

even home care for elderly. 

Increased costs. Extending 

the public transport system 

with the feeder-service is 

associated with additional 

costs for the operator.  

Society 

Accessibility. By offering a 

feeder-service, the accessibility 

for all citizens will increase. 

 

Environment. Reduced car use 

and increased ride sharing with 

public transport may reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

 

Switching from traveling by car to the public transport system is associated with costs as 

well as benefits. As can be seen, the cost for the car users exceeds the potential benefits 

that could be obtained when using a feeder-service. The bus users in turn, does not have 
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as much costs concerning the service and instead, it would facilitate their commuting. 

Regarding the stakeholders, their benefits mostly concerns rural development, as well as 

increased customer base if the service would work. The society in general would also 

benefit with this service. If more people would use public transport, it would be positive 

for the environment, and the accessibility to the areas where these services are located 

increases. 

If the public transport authority also provides the service, the accessibility in the rural 

area increases. This leads to the fact that people living in the city also gets increased 

accessibility, and not just the rural locals. This is positive from the public sector's 

perspective, as the rural development may increase if the accessibility in turn increases. 

Regarding resources, and especially the large fleet that probably would be required, could 

in fact be utilized to other things as well. During peak-hours, the SDVs are transporting 

the locals to the bus and back home. But during off-peak, these vehicles could instead be 

used to other activities, such as for transporting elderly to desirable destinations, or for 

package delivering in the area. Therefore, a large fleet does not have to be a barrier and 

can instead be an opportunity which solves other activities. 
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7. Discussion 

This section first presents a discussion regarding the applied methodology, followed by 

a discussion about the designed service. 

7.1 Methodology discussion 

The aim of this thesis was to create a new possible mobility service that could be applied 

in a rural context. By using a service design thinking which have been complemented 

with analytical tools as well as with a structured method for concept generation, a 

proposal for a potential business model has been created. This was followed by an 

analysis of what aspects that are of importance to consider when implementing this 

service. There are of course other methods to use when new services are elaborated. This 

thesis also had strong focus on the user studies, which could instead have given place to 

involving stakeholders more. Involving stakeholders earlier in the design process would 

have been appropriate, rather than just using them in the end of it, in order to get insights 

about their opinion about mobility services at an earlier stage. Workshops would for 

example have been interesting to involve in the design process, where experts and 

stakeholders together could design a mobility services for rural areas to see if it is different 

from our results. 

Applying the service design thinking to develop new mobility services turned out to have 

some advantages as well as difficulties. This made it possible to continuously explore 

concepts and ideas while delimitations could be made throughout the whole process. The 

use of the VPC when conducting research about users and their needs, proved to be a 

simple, but yet important and helpful tool in the process of designing the mobility service, 

and specially to see if the possibilities with SDVs and MaaS could be utilized to meet 

users' demands. However, since the concept of mobility services is fairly new and earlier 

studies mainly focus on these services in an urban context, it was difficult to consider 

how this concept could be applied in a rural context. There are for example no existing 

mobility service users in rural areas to interview, which makes the process more 

explorative. Also, the fact that the users nowadays may have different needs than what 

users may have when SDVs and mobility services are more common may affect the 

results of the study. 

The use of the morphological analysis as a tool for generating new business model 

concepts proved to have some difficulties as well. This mainly concerned the fact that the 

concept of MaaS and SDVs are under development, and that progress in research and 

development are done continuously. The sparse material available is also most often 

theoretically or evaluations from pilot studies, which led to difficulties in identifying 

reasonable attributes for the various parameters that the business model consists of. 

Therefore, the fact that the parameters can assume different attributes than the ones 

assumed in this report is also something to consider. We want to clarify that we found the 

attributes sufficient to use to get a first draft and understanding of how different MaaS-
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concepts may develop in the future. Our developed business model thus describes how a 

mobility service in rural areas can be carried out at a high level. Different attributes would 

have resulted in another business model, but it was assumed that this difference would 

not affect the final evaluation. 

Regarding the qualitative interviews, and especially the snowball sampling of 

respondents, a drawback was noticed. It was difficult to control that the respondents found 

during this sampling really had the right properties. During some of the interviews, it was 

found that the respondent did not live in Uppsala municipality, and that it sometimes took 

longer than 45 minutes to travel to Uppsala city by car. However, since they did commute 

to Uppsala city, and because their answers were similar to the respondents which had the 

right characteristics, the material gained from these interviews were considered valuable.  

Also, the fact of using commuters only can be seen as a limiting factor in retrospect. As 

been mentioned earlier in the thesis, there are of course other inhabitants that are affected 

by mobility in rural areas, such as children and elderly people. Involving them in the 

design process could have led to other insights about their mobility needs which in turn 

may have affected the design of the feeder-service. A final thought also concerns the 

definition of rural areas. When conducting the user studies, it turned out that Uppsala 

countryside vary a lot in appearance and that our adopted definition of rural areas may 

have been too wide. People were living in areas similar to smaller societies, to more 

sparsely populated areas with larger distances to their neighbor. By using a narrower 

definition, it would be easier to design a service that is better adapted to a specific area. 

7.2 MaaS with SDVs – a complicated alternative to the car in 
rural areas? 

If a mobility service with SDVs could meet a rural resident's traveling needs and the 

flexibility of a car, at the same time as it reduces the identified pains of owning a car, is 

theoretical possible if the functionality of the service is reliable and always accessible. As 

of now, the technology behind SDVs is well developed and the ongoing development is 

moving at a rapid pace, and as mentioned in earlier section, the major vehicle 

manufacturers will have fully automated cars on the market by 2020. However, the 

identified barriers with a possible mobility service with SDVs indicates that there is a 

long way to go until such service and technology could be adopted by users since car 

dominancy prevails in rural areas.  

In order to establish such proposed feeder service in today's society, it would require an 

establishment of the concept of sharing, which is still at a nascent stage in Sweden. The 

concept of a feeder service is not groundbreaking, and it would be possible to offer a 

similar feeder service today but with today's vehicles instead. The impact of SDVs mainly 

opens the possibilities for offering the service with an affordable cost structure, which 

would be the biggest difference in the business model than if the service would be offered 

with today's cars. It would not be sustainable to have a feeder service in rural areas if 
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drivers would be needed to provide the service, since it would be considered too 

expensive to provide the service in a larger context. 

Mobility sharing services are already available today in smaller scale, where people 

heading towards same directions or work at the same place organize themselves to carpool 

and in that way share their consumptions. A public organized feeder-service would 

instead be operated in larger scale, with an inclusive perspective and a vision that the 

service would be available for every social group in rural areas. That would mean that 

ride-sharing would be a key factor for the service to work. Barriers identified in previous 

section can be found in creating a service that is always punctual and as disposable as a 

car, which is the most import factor for work commuters during peak hours.  

The proposed service could meet these needs but given that the service considers all social 

groups with very different travel needs, ride-sharing could revoke part of the freedom and 

reliability that comes with a car and can in that way not compete with a private car. 

Although our results show that people in rural areas are willing to carpool, ride-sharing 

could be considered as not suitable for certain groups that are dependent of their cars, 

such as work commuters. It would affect the flexibility that the car users valued and 

thought were a major gain of using a car. If the vehicle has to drop off or pick up a lot of 

passengers during the trip, it would take a lot of time and not be as convenient as a private 

car. In that way, the proposed solution could not compete with the car.  

However, it could be an option that would attract other social groups that do not have 

access to a car today, such as the elderly or children that are not as bounded with time in 

their travels as work commuters that travels during peak hours. Hopefully it would attract 

some car users to use public transport, since one of the reasons why they excluded public 

transport was that the distribution of bus stops and that they were far away from their 

home. Such feeder service would also facilitate bus users for the same reason, given that 

they considered the job of getting to the bus as a pain and highlighted as a safety issue.  

For work commuters that travel during peak hours, a solution could be an adapted service 

during these hours that are beneficial for them with an increased capacity of vehicles with 

the availability of cars matching the demand, so the traffic flow can be kept punctual and 

flexible. Later when the demand is not as high, a part of the car fleet could be relocated 

to urban areas and used where there is a demand. This would further require a functioning 

expanded infrastructure for SDVs to drive themselves to the nearest urban area. Since 

most of the rural residents travel to urban cities for work and school, a few cars would be 

sufficient for the remaining groups during off-peak hours, which includes the elderly, to 

facilitate their daily errands and social activities. 

To achieve desired customized solutions for each rural area, it is highly important with 

user involvement in the whole MaaS ecosystem as mentioned in previous section, as a 

key partner that forms opinions about how for instance the feeder line can be efficiently 

designed for it to be available for everybody in the community. Users are also, as 

mentioned, considered to some extent as service producers since they would provide 
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facilities and parking spaces as a part of the needed infrastructure. Mobility operators 

buys mobility services from third party actors that provides the capacity and also buy 

services from the locals that provides the existing infrastructure. Mobility operators, in 

the form of public transport authorities are the ones arranging the service into a complete 

package. It is also convenient to involve users in the making of the service, given that we 

have concluded that attitude and identity towards freedom and flexibility would be a one 

of the biggest concerns when choosing the feeder-service instead of the car.  

Another possible scenario for the proposed service when it comes to the MaaS ecosystem, 

would be if the service would be provided by a private company instead of a public 

operated service. Commercial actors would take on the role as mobility operator in the 

ecosystem but will instead see the service as a business potential in operating in a rural 

area, with a purpose of getting profit from the service. The private and public version of 

the service concept are very similar in a business model canvas, but as mentioned in 

section 5.2.5, the service would most likely be operated by a public authority, given that 

public transport in cities are public operated.  

It is doubtful that a private company would choose to be one of the first to provide such 

a service considering that the risks involved are already high, but also that the service has 

self-driving technology which increases the risks. From our results, it was shown that 

people generally trust new technology, but they were more likely to trust the service if it 

was provided by a well-known brand. It could be an established big company, for example 

Google or Tesla as mobility provider to name a few, or it could be the already existing 

public transport authority providing the service, for instance UL, that just extends their 

services in rural areas. The implementation of a feeder-service would then be more 

reliable, given that the customer relationship is already established. Based on the futuristic 

aspect of the report, it was also difficult to identify a potential private actor that could 

offer a service like this, to be a part of the co-creative interviews with stakeholders during 

phase 3. A discussion with a potential commercial actor could have led to new ideas and 

formed the proposed concept differently.  

Although people tend to trust new technology, implementation of a new technology in an 

already functioning transport system would be characterized by caution and a gradually 

adoption from the user, which set the importance of a smaller test bed, where users can 

in a period try the offered service in a way that is convenient and preferably cheaper. 

People spend time and effort optimizing their travels to make them as smooth as possible. 

It was shown from our results that users were in general not unsatisfied with their current 

travels, since they have found a solution that is "good enough" and suitable in their daily 

lives. It is therefore not odd that the view of new solutions is characterized by caution and 

that the driving forces for change in travel behaviors are relatively modest. In order for it 

to be smoothly adopted by the users, the new mobility solution must require as little as 

possible from the customer and to be implemented slowly and gradually as mentioned 

through test beds, to optimally counter skepticism. 
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Overall, barriers such as resources, safety aspects, regulations, and the question of a future 

MaaS ecosystem still withstand even in an urban context. Also, existing social challenges 

such as traffic congestions, lack of parking spaces and traffic emissions are critical issues 

in cities. Mobility services in rural areas would in some small aspect contribute to help 

solving these issues, given that most rural residents travel to cities with cars and add on 

to these social challenges. However, it is highly important to also focus on urban areas 

and travel behaviors in these areas. It is more likely to get a bigger societal impact with a 

solution where people living in sparse rural areas may keep their private cars, and 

residents in cities that own several cars per household while having access to a well-

functioning public transport should be encouraged to make use of the wide selection of 

existing mobility services in these areas. 
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8. Conclusions 

By using a service design approach, a concept for a mobility service in rural areas has 

been developed and designed. The first research question concerned what the transport 

needs and behaviors look like outside the cities. By investigating what commuters in rural 

Uppsala value in their transports, and what their mobility needs are, it was concluded that 

rural commuters consist mainly of two typical users: car users and bus users. It was also 

concluded that their needs for transportation are similar to each other, where commuting 

was the main reason for traveling. However, they value different aspects of the different 

mode of transport they use: Car users mainly value the flexibility and freedom the car 

gives them, whereas the bus users like that they do not have to concern about driving a 

vehicle, as well as the favorable price on period tickets. Aspects that car users did not like 

concerned different tasks associated with driving the car, as well as additional costs and 

work associated with car owning. The bus users did not really like the fact that they had 

to adjust their lives to the bus, transporting themselves to, and waiting for the bus, as well 

as the narrow space in the vehicle. 

The second research question concerned how self-driving technology combined with a 

mobility service could meet the users' mobility needs, and how an autonomous mobility 

service could be designed. Based on the user insights, as well as information about 

mobility services and SDVs, a value proposition to each typical user was elaborated. 

Using self-driving technology combined with a mobility service could solve the users' 

transport needs, at least theoretically. Several concepts were elaborated, where the one 

chosen to be developed was a first and last-mile feeder-service that utilizes self-driving 

vehicles in order to transport the users to the public transport system. This would be 

operated by a public actor, and a first draft of a business model that described how the 

chosen feeder-service could work at a high level was elaborated and used to get feedback 

about the concept from stakeholders. 

The last research question dealt with stakeholders' opinions about the elaborated mobility 

service. Stakeholders were mainly representatives from the public sector and the local 

public transit department. Their opinions varied, but no one was reluctant to the idea of 

implementing a feeder-service in rural areas. The biggest insight was also that it would 

be difficult to implement a mobility service in rural areas without cooperation between 

stakeholders and users. It was also concluded that the implementation of the designed 

feeder-service is associated with driving factors as well as barriers. Driving factors mainly 

includes cost savings and larger customer base for the public transit company, increased 

traffic safety, as well as positive environmental aspects.  

The barriers in turn are associated with the sparse structures and large distances in rural 

areas, dimension of vehicle fleet due to travels during peak-hours, laws and regulations. 

These barriers are also associated with users' attitude towards SDVs and mobility 

services, where they have to put their trust in the service and that the service is reliable in 

order to give flexibility and possibility to go whenever they want, i.e. aspects that are 
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already fulfilled by the car today. The implementation of this service would also lead to 

benefits and costs for involved actors, whereas the largest cost would be for the users that 

are using their own car today. These users would have to give up on flexibility and 

freedom, aspects that are strongly associated with owning a car in rural areas. The largest 

benefit in turn, are increased accessibility to the rural areas, as well as aspects concerning 

road traffic safety, especially when people transport themselves to the public transport 

system.  

8.1 Future research 

In this thesis we have designed a high-level business model for a mobility service that 

could be used in rural areas. The concept is based on first and last-mile feeder-service, 

operated by the public transport company. The concept has partly been elaborated based 

on identified trends that may affect SDVs and mobility in the future. As a suggestion for 

further research, we propose that today's conditions for carrying out a pilot project to a 

feeder-service are examined, rather than waiting for these trends to evolve. This could for 

example be done by examine different rural areas to see where a project of the service 

could be implemented. As discussed, the rural areas vary in structure and appearance, 

where some locations may be more suitable for implementing a feeder-service. 

Another interesting approach would be to identify private actors that could be of interest 

to include and get information from. This could be combined with investigating a scenario 

where a market-driven actor is providing the service, a scenario we did not consider in 

our thesis, or by considering a third-party actor that is responsible for coordination of 

available mobility services that could be implemented in rural areas. 

Finally, a more in-depth analysis of rural users' attitude towards traveling with a mobility 

service instead of a personally-owned car. In our thesis people tended to have a positive 

attitude if the service would be reliable and safe to use. By further research about their 

attitudes, it would be possible to see if they would be willing to give up using the car, or 

if a mobility service would be just an additional alternative for traveling.  
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Appendix A - Interview guide 

Användarsegment (Bakgrund) 

 Var bor du? 

 Vad gör du om dagarna? 

 Hur många bor i hushållet? Vuxna, barn? 

 Hur många bilar har ni? 

 Gör en uppskattning av hur mycket pengar som läggs på transporter under en 

månad. 

Transportbehov - Jobs 

 Beskriv vilka typiska resor du gör under en dag? T.ex... 

o Arbetspendling 

o Till affär 

o Privata resor 

o Skjutsa familjemedlemmar (t.ex. till träning, vänner) 

 Berätta hur du gör du när du ska transportera dig idag? 

 Hur gör resten av familjen när de ska transportera sig idag? 

 Hur mycket tid spenderar du på transporter? 

o Färd 

o Byte 

o Väntan 

 Hur långa resor gör du? (Uppskatta km/mil) 

 Hur många resor gör du? 

o Under en vardag? 

o Under en helg? 

 Sker dessa transporter skiljt från, eller i samband med varandra? 

 När under dagen sker dessa transporter? 

 Vilka transportmedel använder du idag? T.ex... 

o Bil (Egen, bilpool, lånad) 

o Kollektivtrafik 

o Cykel 

 (om fler alternativ på 14.) Vid vilka tillfällen använder du dessa? 

o Varför använder du dessa färdmedel vid dessa tillfällen? 

 (om fler alternativ på 14.) Vilket färdmedel använder du mest? 

o Varför använder du detta färdmedel mest? 

 Vad upplever du vara besvärligt med att använda…? 

o Bil (Egen, bilpool, lånad) 

o Kollektivtrafik 

o Cykel 

 Varför upplever du detta vara besvärligt? T.ex... 

o Dyrt? 

o Många utgifter? 

o Ytterligare uppgifter? (Service, besiktning, byte av däck i fallet med bil) 

o Andra orsaker? (tar lång tid, dålig, Stå på bussen… etc.) 
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 Vad upplever du som en fördel med att använda…? T.ex... 

o Bil (Egen, bilpool, lånad) 

o Kollektivtrafik 

o Cykel 

 Varför upplever du detta vara en fördel? 

 Finns det andra uppgifter som du inte nämnt där transporter är en viktig del i din 

vardag? 

 Vilka skillnader i behov av transporter hade du haft om du bott i stan? 

Gains 

 Berätta vilka faktorer du anser vara viktigt när du transporterar dig hemifrån? 

T.ex... 

o Tid 

o Pris 

o Ansträngning 

o Bekvämlighet 

 Kan du beskriva vilka funktioner du gillar med de färdmedel du använder idag? 

 Vad skulle underlätta ditt bilägande? T.ex... 

o Billigare investeringskostnad? 

o Billigare att äga? 

o Slippa andra kostnader? 

o Parkering? 

 Vilka positiva sociala följder önskar du uppnå med de färdmedel du använder? 

T.ex... 

o Lättare att umgås med medmänniskor 

o Tillgänglighet till arbetsmarknad 

o Se bra ut hos andra 

 Vad skulle vara en stor lättnad i ditt behov av transporter? 

 Vad kännetecknar en lyckad transport när det kommer till.. 

o Egen bil? 

o Kollektivtrafik? 

 Vad kännetecknar en misslyckad transport när det kommer till... 

o Egen bil? 

o Kollektivtrafik? 

Pains 

 Vad skulle du definiera som för kostsamt när det kommer till transporter? T.ex... 

o Något tar mycket tid 

o Något kostar mycket pengar 

o Något kräver betydande ansträngning 

 Vad tycker du är jobbigt när det kommer till att transportera dig? 

 Vad gör dig frustrerad...? 

o i ditt bilanvändande? 

o i kollektivtrafiken? 

 Varför tycker du detta är jobbigt? 
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 Finns det resor du avstår från att göra pga att det är för omständigt att transportera 

dig? 

o Varför avstår du från att göra dessa resor? 

 Vad oroar du dig för när det kommer till transporter? 

Triggerfrågor 

 Vad skulle vara lockande med att åka med ett självkörande fordon? 

 Vad skulle vara avskräckande med att åka med ett självkörande fordon? 

 Skulle du kunna tänka dig att dela fordon med andra? 

 Hur tror du att ditt behov av transporter skulle förändras med en sån här tjänst? 

 Vad skulle motivera dig till att använda en sån här transporttjänst istället för att 

äga egen bil? 

 Vad tror du största skillnaderna skulle vara med att äga ett eget fordon och att 

använda en sådan här tjänst? 

 Skulle du kunna tänka dig att göra dig av med en bil för att istället använda en 

sådan här tjänst? 

 Hur lång tid skulle du vara villig att vänta på att en bil kommer och hämtar upp 

från att du har bestämt dig för att göra en resa? 

 Vilka fördelar tror du att en sån här tjänst skulle innebära för dig? 

 Vilka nackdelar tror du att en sån här tjänst skulle innebära för dig? 

 Vilka risker ser du vid användandet av en sådan här service? 

 Tänk helt fritt, outside the box, hur skulle den ideala transportlösningen se ut för 

dig? 

 Hur skulle du kunna tänka dig att betala för en transporttjänst? T.ex... 

o Månads-/årsavgift 

o Fast avgift per användning 

o Avgift per åkt km 

o Titta på reklam 

 Välj fyra faktorer för att du skulle använda den? Varför?: 

o Alltid i tid 

o Slippa byten - A till B2 

o Tillgång till flera färdmedel 

o Låg kostnad 

o Dela med andra 

o Inte dela med andra 

o Bekvämlighet 

o Miljövänligt 


